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Abstract

The collective behaviours of biological swarms, like ant colonies or wolf packs
were analysed from many perspective. Moreover the effectiveness and the sim-
plicity of these unique behaviours inspired many researches too. Thanks to the
increasing computational capacity of embedded systems, the adaptation of such
behaviours in artificial robotic swarms became realisable in a cost effective way.
This work focuses on the implementation and expansion of such artificial swarm
behaviours.

The first part of the work is dealing with the generation of algorithms for arti-
ficial swarms. At first an energy efficient area discovery solution will be presented,
by which a group of individual swarm entities are able to map a given area. After
a discrete, localised algorithm will be presented for oblivious swarms by which a
group of robots is able to encircle a given moving target. It will be proven that
the presented algorithm strictly monotonically converges to an equilibrium state,
which is the destination state. It will be also proven that this destination state will
be reached within constant time. These theoretical results will also be validated
through simulations in the last section of this part.

Besides the artificial (robotic) swarms, there is an other application field where
the use of such collective behaviours could be beneficial. This is the sensor self-
deployment of large scale sensor systems. One of the main goals of these types
of sensor networks is to perform such autonomous deployment processes which
maximises the overall sensing range while minimises the size of the uncovered area.
In the second part of the work a discrete sensor self-deployment algorithm will be
illustrated by which a group of individual, oblivious sensors can cover a given area
around a given centre point without sensing holes. After, a modified algorithm
will be introduced, which is an enhanced version of the previously presented one.
It will be proven that this new algorithm covers the area in polynomial time and
it will also be proven and shown through simulation results that it is faster than
the original algorithm.

Because in fully distributed systems the sharing of the global knowledge could
be beneficial (i.e. the dispatching of the coordinates of the designated area among
flocking group or the sharing the details of unsafe regions and obstacles among the
group). In the third part an enhanced swarm concept will be presented in which the
usual swarm concept will be extended with a peer-to-peer communication layer. In
this part of the work the problem of Area Surveillance will be presented in which a
group of entities should disperse on a given area in order to identify and intercept
an intruder. By the use of this concept it will be proven that the communication
aided cognitive swarms are able to adapt to the changes of their environment faster
and it will also be proven that the interception of the intruder will be guaranteed.

At the end of the work those applications will be presented which were mostly
inspired by these research results.
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Resumé

Kollektive adfærdsmønstre i biologiske sværme, s̊asom myrekolonier og ulve-
flokke, er analyseret ud fra mange perspektiver. Effektiviteten og simpliciteten i
disse unikke adfærdsmønstre har inspireret mange forskere. Takket være øget reg-
nekraft i indlejrede systemer er det muligt p̊a omkostningseffektiv måde at overføre
s̊adanne adfærdsmønstre til kunstige robotsværme. Denne afhandling omhandler
implementering og udbygning af s̊adanne kunstige sværmadfærd.

Første del af afhandlingen drejer sig om udvikling af algoritmer til robotsværme.
Først præsenteres en energieffektiv metode til, hvordan en gruppe af individuelle
sværmenheder kan kortlægge et givent omr̊ade. Herefter præsenteres en diskret,
lokaliseret algoritme for uvidende sværme, hvorved en gruppe af robotter er i stand
til at omringe et givent mål i bevægelse. Det bevises, at denne algoritme konverg-
erer strengt monotont mod den ligevægtstilstand, som er det ønskede mål. Det
bevises ogs̊a, at denne ligevægtstilstand n̊as indenfor konstant tid. I sidste afsnit
af kapitlet valideres disse teoretiske resultater ved simuleringer.

Udover robotsværme kan kollektive adfærdsmønstre ogs̊a være nyttige i et an-
det felt, nemlig selvindsættelse af sensorer i storskala sensorsystemer. Et af de
vigtigste mål med denne type sensornetværk er at udføre s̊adanne selvstændige
indsættelsesprocesser som giver maksimal rækkevidde og minimalt omr̊ade uden
dækning.

I anden del af afhandlingen illustreres ved en diskret sensor selvindsættelsesal-
goritme, hvordan en gruppe af individuelle, uvidende sensorer kan dække et givent
omr̊ade omkring et givent center og uden huller i dækningen. Herefter introduceres
en modificeret algoritme, som er en forbedret version af den første. Det bevises,
at denne nye algoritme dækker omr̊adet i polynomium tid og det bevises og vises
gennem simuleringsresultater, at den er hurtigere end den oprindelige algoritme.

Det skyldes, at i fuldt distribuerede systemer, som robotsværme, kan deling
af global viden være nyttig (dvs. rundsending i flokken af koordinaterne for
målomr̊adet eller deling af viden om usikre omr̊ader eller forhindringer).

I tredje del af afhandlingen præsenteres et forbedret sværmkoncept, hvori det
sædvanlige sværmkoncept udvides med et peer-to-peer kommunikationslag. Heri
indg̊ar problematikken omr̊adeoverv̊agning, hvor en gruppe af enheder skal fordele
sig over et givent omr̊ade med det formål at identificere og p̊agribe ubudne gæster.
Ved hjælp af dette koncept vises, at kognitive sværme der f̊ar hjælp af kommu-
nikation er i stand til hurtigere at tilpasse sig ændringer i deres omgivelser og det
vises ogs̊a, at p̊agreb af en ubuden gæst kan garanteres.

I afhandlingens slutning præsenteres de applikationer, som i størst grad har
været inspireret af de præsenterede forskningsresultater.
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Összefoglaló

A természetben megtalálható közösségben élő állatok viselkedési szokásait már
számos kutatás elemezte. A mai modern mikroelektronikai és informatikai tech-
nológiáknak köszönhetően megnýılt a lehetőség, hogy ezekkel a viselkedésformákkal
mesterséges intelligencia által vezérelt robotok rajait lehessen vezérelni, viszony-
lag egyszerű, költséghatékony módon. Az általam végzet kutatás is egy ilyen
mesterséges raj-viselkedés előálĺıtására, illetve annak hatékonnyá tételére irányult.

A disszertáció első részében azokat az eredményeimet mutatom be, melyeket
a mesterséges raj-viselkedés kutatása során értem el. Bemutatok egy egyszerű
koncepciót, mellyel több robot, ccsoportot alkotva képes feltérképezni egy adott
területet. Ismertetek továbbá egy olyan tisztán lokális információkra épülő teljesen
elosztott algoritmust, mellyel hatékonyan lehet egy adott mozgó célpontot véges
időben bekéırteni. Bebizonýıtom, hogy a modellem bizonyos peremfeltételek be-
tartása esetén szigorúan monoton konvergál egy állandósult állapotba, mely maga
a célállapot. Továbbá belátom, hogy ezt az állapotot polinom időn belül fel is veszi.
Ezen modellem hatékony viselkedését szimulációs eredményekkel is alátámasztom.

A nagyszámú autonóm egyeddel rendelkező rendszerek nem csupán a
mesterséges rajok sajátosságai, az összetettebb, úgyevezett önteleṕıtő szen-
zorhálózatok is hasonló viselkedési formákat követnek. Ezeknek az önteleṕıtő
szenzorhálózatoknak elsődleges felada, hogy minél nagyobb területet fedjenek le,
miközben minimalizáják a szenzorokkal le nem fedett területek nagyságát. Ezzel
is jav́ıtva a megfigyelés minőségét.

A disszertáció második részében bemutatok egy diszkrét algoritmust, mely
seǵıtségével önteleṕıtő szenzorok résmentes fedését lehet bztośıtani egy előre
meghatározott pont körül. Ezután bemutatom saját diszkrét idejű algoritmuso-
mat. Bebizonýıtom, hogy a fedési folyamat tetszőleges kiinduló állapotot választva,
polinom időben befejezejődik. Továbbá belátom, illetve szimulációkkal is igazolom,
hogy algoritmusom gyorsabb, mint a kiindulási alapként használt algoritmus.

Mivel egy olyan elosztott rendszer esetében is, mint egy mesterséges raj,
szükséges a globális információk megosztása (pl.: formációban történő mozgás
esetén a célterület koordinátái), ı́gy disszerációm harmadik felében a peer-to-
peer információmegosztó technológiák és a hangyományos rajok integrációját mu-
tatom be. Bevezetem a terület felügyelet problémáját, mely során egy adott
területen mozgó rajnak meg kell találnia és el kell fognia egy esetleges beha-
tolót. Ezt a problémakört felhasználva mutatom meg, hogy a peer-to-peer in-
formciómegosztási képességekkel rendelkező, úgynevezett cognit́ıv rajok, sokkal gy-
orsabban tudnak adaptálódni környezetükhöz, továbbá belátom, hogy a behatoló
elkapása is garantált.

A disszertáció végén ismertetem az elméleti megoldások által inspirált gyakor-
lati eredményket.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The distributed coordination and control of a group of decentralised autonomous

artificial entities (i.e. robots) is a widely studied problem by various fields like

engineering, artificial intelligence, robotics and mathematics. These models were

inspired mostly by the biological swarms, like ant colonies, bird flocks, and other

herds of animals. Although most researches were focusing on the understanding

of such systems, there are already works which dealing with the adoption of such

biological phenomenon in an artificial environment. This was allowed because not

only the computational capacity but also the sensor components and communica-

tion modules became affordable for such large scale systems which consist of many

entities.

However in order to adapt such behaviour in a real system, the proposed so-

lutions should be validated through theoretical studies and simulation scenarios.

Besides the validation of a given solution, these mathematical models are also use-

ful to give theoretical boundaries for certain well studied problems with different

conditions. The most examined problems are the gathering and the generation of

different formations. These problems were solved by many continuous and discrete

time models, in which the entities were modelled as points or small circle shaped

objects. The most common way of controlling such artificial systems in these the-

oretical models is the usage of artificial potential fields. These virtual force based

approaches handle the environment as a collection of objects where each unit has

a unique potential field which attracts or repulses the other objects.

1
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Through the potential field based continuous models are useful in the theoreti-

cal validation of the artificial swarms, the implementation of such solutions in real

systems is often not manageable. The main drawback of such models is the fact

that each entity of the group affects all their groupmates and the generated forces

depend on the position of the other entities. This means that each entity should

continuously know the exact position of the others in the whole group, which is

hardly solvable in a real life system.

Therefore there are other types of theoretical models, which divide the life

cycle of the entities into discrete time phases. The most common model is the

look-compute-move model, in which the entity first monitor the area (look), then

based on the gathered information calculates its next movement (compute) and

finally proceeds to the desired destination (move). This discrete model has three

variants depending on the synchronisation level of the entities life-cycle: There are

fully-synchronous, semi-synchronous and fully-asynchronous models. Thanks to

the discrete life-cycle, despite the continuous time models, these models could be

implemented into a real life system easily.

As the theoretical results became adaptable in real-life scenarios the need for

robust solutions became significant. In order to generate fault tolerant behaviours,

many research were using oblivious entities. By the use of these memory-less

entities the addition, the removal and the replacing of such entities of the swarm

became transparent to the whole system. Besides the obliviousness, the use of

limited sensing capability – instead of the infinite sensing range – became popular

too. The use of sensors with limited sensing range made the adaptation of the

algorithms easier. However these limitations made the theoretical validation of

the solutions harder.

Besides the swarm robotics, the adaptation of such models became popular

also in the field of sensor self-deployment. The proper deployment of large scale

sensor networks was always a complicated task. Furthermore there are situations –

like a nuclear catastrophe or any kind of natural disasters –, where the deployment

cannot be managed by humans. Therefore the automation of the sensor deployment

became a popular research area and thanks to that these autonomous sensors do

not differ significantly from the entities of the artificial swarms, the adaptation of
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their cooperative behaviour can be made easily: mobile sensors have “hearing”,

while mobile robots have “vision” [Li et al., 2010].

Due to the limited capabilities of the swarm entities, there are situations which

are hardly solvable by these units. The most common problem with the usual

solutions is the lack of information sharing. It should be noted that the ad-

dition of communication capabilities for the swarm was already made by many

researches and regarding the sensor systems, this capability is essential in that

use-case. However these communication layers were basically used for centralised

controlling which is decreased the robustness of these systems. In contrast with

the centralised concept, the addition of peer-to-peer communication capabilities

for such systems does not affect their robustness because it does not harm the in-

dividuality of the entities. Nevertheless it involves the performance of the overall

swarm because the entities will be able to share their gathered information among

each other.

The goal of this research is to design and evaluate novel solutions by which a

group of individual entities is able form a fully decentralised collective in order to

behave like an artificial swarm. The following open questions are addressed by the

thesis:

• How to develop cooperative distributed area discovery and surrounding be-

haviours for artificial swarms?

• How can a group of individual entities monitor a given area in order to

prevent additional intruders to pass through it?

• How to solve the intruder problem with individual, oblivious entities by the

use of a surrounding algorithm?

• What kind of additional rules and prerequisites can make the GRG based

sensor self-deployment faster while keeping the same F-Coverage ratio?

• How can a group of individual entities share group related data among each

other in order to enhance their performance?
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1.1 Thesis outline

The organization of the dissertation is as follows.

• Chapter 2 presents the related work and the applied background knowledge.

It also highlights open problems with references.

• Chapter 3 presents an area discover concept and proposes a technique for

reducing energy consumption for individual swarm entities. A large section

of this chapter discusses the Multi Orbit Surrounding (MOS) algorithm, by

which a group of individual, oblivious entities are able to encircle a given

target in finite time. Besides the theoretical validation of the algorithm, at

the end of the chapter simulation results will also be presented.

• Chapter 4 presents a modified version of the Collision Avoidance version of

the Greedy Rotation Greedy (GRG/CV) algorithm of Li et al. for solving

the F-Coverage problem. It will be proved that that the presented modified

GRG (mGRG) algorithm guarantees that after O(D) steps each node reaches

its final layer, where D is the sum of initial hop distance from the target.

The performance of the algorithm is evaluated also via simulations.

• Chapter 5 introduces the area surveillance problem, and by the use of the

problem it presents the cognitive swarm concept, by which the members of

the swarm will be able to consciously share their knowledge among their

swarm-mates. It will be shown through theoretical and experimental results

that the cognitive communication aided solution is much more suitable for

this situation and therefore it is more effective than the basic one.

• Chapter 6 briefly discusses the practical results of the research and solutions,

where they are actually used.

• Chapter 7 summarises the results and proposes future work related to the

results of the dissertation.



Chapter 2
Related Work and Background

Information

2.1 Overview

This chapter gives a brief overview of the related work in the fields of cooperative

robotics, distributed sensor networks and peer-to-peer systems. We also provide

background knowledge for the following chapters by introducing the F-Coverage

problem, the concept of Cognitive Infocommunications and the Network Coding

technology.

2.2 Cooperative Robotics

2.2.1 Artificial Swarms

The field of cooperative robotics is a well-studied research area. One of the most

interesting parts is the investigation of the cooperative motion of such groups.

Since the publication of Reynolds [Reynolds, 1987] the way of controlling multiple

entities of a swarm has changed significantly. Instead of using a coordinator or

supervisor entity which controls the movements of the other entities, Reynolds

suggested a decentralised control mechanism. He created a distributed flocking

model by giving three simple rules which can be obtained by all the entities.

These three rules were the following:

5
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1. Match the velocity of the other members of the swarm.

2. Avoid collision.

3. Avoid getting too far from the others.

By defining these simple rules not only the computation complexity was re-

duced, but the size of the swarm became indifferent by the aspect of controlling.

Since then there have been many artificial adaptation of biological systems cre-

ated where numerous entities are moving together like one big organism. However,

not only the collective motion reserves challenges but the gathering of individual

entities is also an interesting problem.

Gazi and Passino [Gazi and Passino, 2003], [Gazi and Passino, 2002],

[Gazi and Passino, 2011] have presented a virtual potential field based con-

tinuous time model, which stabilise and gather a swarm of homogeneous entities

in an n-dimension Euclidean space. They introduced two types of virtual forces:

the short-range repulsion and the long-range attraction. If two entities are far from

each other, they start to attract each other. However, they are simultaneously

repulsing each other. The attraction gets stronger as the distance became larger

while the repulsion operates oppositely. Chu [Chu et al., 2003] has extended this

model in order to handle heterogeneous entities. In both cases, the entities were

handled as points without physical dimensions. However, by using interactive

matrix, the final shape of the swarm will be rough in contrast with the sphere

form of Gazi’s solution. Although these solutions guarantee that the entities will

be gathered, they are not dealing with those situations when the whole swarm is

moving towards a specific direction.

Regarding the collective motion problem, in the work of Leonard and Fiorelli

[Leonard and Fiorelli, 2001] an extended model was proposed. They introduced

a new type of entity, the virtual leaders, that move ”independently”, while they

are followed by the rest. In contrast with the model of Gazi and Chu, neither

of the attraction and the repulsion forces of the entities has unbounded range,

they only affect the neighbourhood. By the use of the leader, the entities are able

gather around the leader even in those situations when their leader is moving on

its desired path.
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Hsieh and Kumar also used virtual potential fields in their works

[Hsieh et al., 2007] [Hsieh and Kumar, 2006]. They have presented an efficient de-

centralised continuous time model for gathering and circulate disk-shaped robots

in a dedicated smooth shape ”orbit”. They used the main idea of Leonard

[Leonard and Fiorelli, 2001], however they have defined a potential field not only

for the entities but also for the area in which they were moving. They have

shown that the model is stable and they managed to establish a boundary to the

convergence of a star shaped orbit. Moreover, they have shown that the method-

ology ensures that collision avoidance is achieved between the robots. Barnes et

al.[Barnes et al., 2009] [Barnes et al., 2007] - similarly to Hsieh - have also used

the virtual force based approach. However in their model, the potential field gen-

erated for the area was dynamic. This extension enabled the entities not only to

maintain the given formation but also to maintain the collective motion.

In contrast with the above introduced continuous time models there are also

numerous discrete time models. The key difference between the continuous models

is that the entities are not reacting constantly with their environment. They

repeatedly became active at predictable or unpredictable time instants while at

other times they are inactive.

Depending on the timing of the active periods, we can speak about fully-

synchronous, semi-synchronous and fully-asynchronous models. In the fully-

synchronous case, each entity became active synchronously. In the semi-

synchronous model, the entities also became active synchronously; however, any-

one might stay inactive. In the fully-asynchronous model, there is no limitation

regarding the active and inactive periods.

The most general model how the entities behave during their active period can

be summarised as follows.

As it was designed by Suzuki and Yamashita [Suzuki and Yamashita, 1996],

[Suzuki and Yamashita, 1999] and presented in [Cohen and Peleg, 2005], when an

entity is active it goes repeatedly through the cycle of the following three steps:

1. Look: Gather information about the environment and the neighbouring en-

tities.
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2. Compute: Based on the gathered information, execute the main algorithm

resulting a destination, which should be reached.

3. Move: Proceed towards the previously calculated destination.

In most cases the entities are oblivious and anonymous. They do not have

information about their past; they execute the same algorithm and they cannot

be distinguished by their appearance. The benefit of the memoryless models is

that the algorithms will work in a dynamic environment where entities may join

or leave the system and also these algorithms are inherently self-stabilising (i.e.

withstand transient errors).

Cohen and Peleg [Cohen and Peleg, 2005] presented an asynchronous solution

for solving the gathering problem in such discrete case. Besides the low com-

putational complexity, it is also oblivious which is ideal for artificial robots with

limited intelligence. Most artificial potential fields use the long-range attraction

short-range repulsion concept. This prevents the entities to get either too close or

too far from each other.

Cieliebak et al. [Cieliebak et al., 2012] have also presented an asynchronous

model for solving the gathering problem with oblivious entities. They have proved

that the gather problem is solvable for any n > 2 entity set and any initial config-

uration.

Gervasi and Prencipe [Gervasi and Prencipe, 2003] have presented a solution

for the intruder problem. They have proposed an algorithm by which a group

of patrolling entities is able to detect and encircle an enemy unit. They use an

asynchronous LCM-based model where all oblivious entities identically knew the

position of the intruder and the other entities.

Besides these theoretical concepts there are also pragmatic solutions, which

are easy to implement although the provability of their correctness is hard. How-

ever, the ideas behind these solutions are often impressive. The model which was

described by Mataric [Mataric, 1995], [Mataric, 1994] is using a set of simple be-

haviours in order to create complex behaviours. She defined and simulated the

following - so called - basic behaviours by which she was able to generate complex

behaviours.
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1. Safe-Wandering: The ability of a group of agents to move around while

avoiding collisions with obstacles and each other.

2. Following: The ability of an agent to move behind another retracing its path

and maintaining a queue.

3. Dispersion: The ability of a group of agents to spread out in order to establish

and maintain some minimum inter-agent distance.

4. Aggregation: The ability of a group of agents to gather in order to establish

and maintain some maximum inter-agent distance.

5. Homing: The ability to find a particular region or location.

She has shown through simulation results that it is relatively easy to create

such complex behaviours like the food gathering of ant colonies by the use of these

basic behaviours as building blocks.

2.2.2 Related work on Cooperative Robotics

There are many other working implementations of swarms which rely on the

work of Reynolds [How et al., 2008], [Balch and Arkin, 1998], [Bürkle et al., 2011],

[Stirling et al., 2010], [Schmickl and Crailsheim, 2007], [Wang, 1989]. The main

goal of these implementations is to design a stable group of quasi autonomous

robots that can keep dedicated formations.

However there are other solutions which are trying to mimic the behaviour of

a real, biological swarm e.g. using virtual pheromones like in [Chu et al., 2007],

[Pearce et al., 2006].

Cord-Landwehr et al. [Cord-Landwehr et al., 2011b] described an easy-to-check

property of target functions that guarantee convergence and gives upper time

bounds. This property holds for the target function in [Cohen and Peleg, 2005]

and improves the upper bound on the speed of the convergence.

Kempkes and Meyer auf der Heide [Kempkes and Meyer auf der Heide, 2011]

gave optimal bounds for local gathering of mobile entities with limited

sensing range in a continuous environment. While Agmon and Peleg
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[Agmon and Peleg, 2004] have analysed the problem of fault tolerant gathering

in a discrete environment.

Regarding the flocking problem, Gervasi and Prencipe presented discrete time,

asynchronous solutions for the problem in [Gervasi and Prencipe, 2004].

Czyczowicz et al. [Czyzowicz et al., 2009] considered the gathering problem for

few fat robots, where the robots are modelled by unit disks. The goal was to gather

the robots that the union of the unit disks is connected at the end. Collisions of

the robots are prohibited during the gathering. A main problem which had to be

solved here is that the line sight of a robot may be blocked by the extent of other

robots.

Cord-Landwehr et al. [Cord-Landwehr et al., 2011a] studied the problem of

gathering mobile robots with an extent at a fixed position as dense as possible to

form a disk of minimum radius around the gathering point. The authors describe

an algorithm for the continuous case and the discrete case, where the robots move

on a grid. They prove a theoretic upper bound for the runtime of O(nR), where

n is the number of robots and R is the distance of the farthest robot from the

gathering point. They empirically studied the continuous case, where they report

a few deadlock situations in the simulations.

Chatzigiannakis et al. [Chatzigiannakis et al., 2004] have presented a semi syn-

chronous model by which a group of oblivious, individual small sized robots are

able to form a circle around a given centre point.

Flocchini et al. [Flocchini et al., 2008b] examined the possibilities of arbitrary

pattern generation by fully-asynchronous, oblivious entities.

Santoro [Santoro, 2006] gave an excellent survey on theoretical problems and

solutions in the area of cooperative robotics.

In the work of Falcon et al. [Falcon et al., 2012] a synchronous model was pre-

sented, where mobile robots were used to replace damaged units in a pre-deployed

sensor network. This integrated system was introduced as a wireless sensor and

robotic network (WSRN). Fletcher et al. [Fletcher et al., 2010] have also made re-

search in the field of WSRN. Both works have used the benefits of the two systems

i.e. the ability of fast information sharing and cooperative motion.
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2.3 Distributed Sensor Network

Mobile sensor networks (MSN) are distributed collections of nodes, where each

node has sensing, computation, communication and locomotion capabilities.

By assuming a large scale sensor network with unpredictable sensor failure,

limited sensing and communication range, decentralised or localised sensor self-

deployment methods are more beneficial and scale invariant than centralised solu-

tions. In this context localized means that each sensor makes independent decisions

using neighbourhood information only.

2.3.1 Sensor Self-Deployment

There are situations where sensors should cover a dedicated area around a Point

of Interest (POI). These scenarios are typical in such cases like area discovery for

survivors around the epicentre of a disaster. In these cases the area close to the

POI has higher priority and it is more important to be covered than the distant

one. This type of coverage is called focused coverage or F-coverage [Li et al., 2011].

2.3.2 Focused coverage (F-coverage)

In this work the terminology of Li et al. [Li et al., 2011] will be followed. The

coverage region of a sensor network is the region which is enclosed by the outer

boundary of the network. If the coverage is not complete there will be still sensing

(or coverage) holes. Sensing holes are closed areas inside the coverage region which

are not covered by the sensing range of the sensors.

The coverage radius (or radius of an F-coverage) is the radius of the maximal

hole-free disc enclosed by sensors and centred as POI. The optimal F-coverage has

maximised coverage radius. If the number of sensors is unlimited and the sensing

radius of the sensors is approaching zero then the maximum hole-free disc has a

circular shape. Since the sensing radius of the sensors is finite, we consider a dis-

crete variant of coverage radius measured by layer distance. Layer distance, also

called convex layers in computational geometry represents the number of succes-

sive complete convex polygons adjacently surrounding a POI. More precisely, we

consider a discrete set of convex polygons Pi, (i = 1, 2, ...) composed of sensors,
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centred at a POI, and having a diameter of i · d for some constant d. Then the

coverage radius is the maximum value k, in such way that Pk is completely in the

coverage region.

2.3.3 The equilateral triangle tessellation

The equilateral triangle tessellation is a tiling of the plane in equilateral triangles

with no overlaps and no gaps. The equilateral triangle tessellation (TT) max-

imises the coverage area of a given number of sensors without coverage gap when

sensor separation is equal to rs
√

3, where rs is the sensing radius of the sensors

[Bai et al., 2006], [Ma and Yang, 2007]. If the communication radius rc of the sen-

sors is at least rs
√

3, the deployment of the sensors corresponding to a TT layout

guarantees the connectivity of the network. The convex polygons defining the

layers and the layer distance of the F-coverage are hexagons centred at the POI.

2.3.4 Related work on Sensor Self-Deployment

In the field of mobile sensor networks sensor self-deployment problem has been an

important research topic that deals with autonomous coverage formation.

In the article of Gage et al.[Gage, 1992] three types of formation were intro-

duced. However it was a military oriented article, from the perspective of the

F-coverage only the blanket formation is relevant. In this formation the nodes

form static connected group in order to maximise the detection rate of targets

appearing within the coverage area.

The most common sensor self-deployment method is the vector or virtual-force-

based approach. The algorithms which rely on this approach use potential fields

generated around the sensors, which move the neighbours by attract or repulse

them (depending on the distance). The first work which used this approach was

published by Howard et al. [Howard et al., 2002].

Large amount of research deals with sensor deployment algorithms for coverage

formation over a Region of Interest (ROI). An excellent summary can be found in

the works of Nayak et al. [Nayak and Stojmenovic, 2010], Li et al.[Li et al., 2010]

and Brass et al. [Brass, 2007].
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An interesting article was presented by Flocchini et al. [Flocchini et al., 2008a],

in which they have examined the possibilities of sensor self-deployment on a ring

with limited capabilities.

Cortes et al. [Cortes et al., 2004] proposed Voronoi diagram based sensor self-

deployment method for the coverage of the ROI. The main idea of self-deployment

with Voronoi diagrams is to move sensors to minimise their local uncovered areas

(equivalently speaking, to maximise their sensing-effective areas) by aligning their

sensing range with their Voronoi regions as much as possible.

A Voronoi diagram is a computational geometry structure used by many fields.

It partitions a plane using n given nodes p1, ..., pn into n Voronoi regions, each

containing exactly one node as the generating node. The Voronoi region, Vi of node

pi is the region of points that are closer to pi than to any other. A good example

for this type of approach was also presented by Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2006].

Since the construction of Voronoi diagram requires global computation, this

approach works only in such case where each entity is able to reach the whole

group. Moreover in order to achieve the globally optimal constellation it often

requires much time because at the end of the process the nodes often oscillate

around the optimal position. However, nodes may stop their movement early in

order to stop oscillation which may bring coverage redundancy and hole presence.

In the work of Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2006] a distributed solution was presented

for this problem where the nodes made their decisions by the position of their

neighbours. Nevertheless this will lead to a not globally optimal solution.

Li at al. in [Li et al., 2011], [Li et al., 2009b], [Li et al., 2009a], [Li et al., 2008],

introduced the F-coverage problem. They solved the problem in a discrete case

on an equilateral triangle tessellation. Collision of sensors during the deployment

was allowed, i.e. more than one sensors can occupy the same triangle vertex at

the same time. They presented a proof of the convergence of their solution within

finite time. The convergence time, energy consumption and number of collisions

has been evaluated by simulations. They have extended their concept with a novel

obstacle ”penetration” technique [Li et al., 2009c]. However they have validated

this solution only through simulations.

In the work of Yang et al. [Yang et al., 2007] a distributed load-balancing sensor

self-deployment algorithm was presented which partitions the plane into a 2D
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mesh, and treats nodes as load. By this algorithm nodes in each cell form a cluster

covering the cell and are managed by an elected cluster head. This approach also

requires dense network coverage and inter-agent communication.

Bartolini et al. [Bartolini et al., 2008] presented a localised algorithm on a

hexagonal grid map in which the entities simultaneously use the snap and the

spread activities in order to cover the given area. The nodes are dispersing from

their initial position while occupying the free hexagons. On each occupied hexagon

only the occupier allowed to stay, which forwards the others towards the borderline

of the covered area.

2.4 Cooperative Communication

2.4.1 Communication aided cooperation

Although the above introduced algorithms and solutions are illustrious, without

a real collective knowledge, the entities will not get information about the swarm

itself. This could mean that they are unable to get information about the status

of the collective i.e. they cannot determine whether the common goal is reached

or not.

In parallel with the research of simple, oblivious and anonymous models there

are many other researches which deal with swarms that share information among

each others. However, most of these solutions somehow restrict the individualism

of the entities by adding high level decision to the system. The entities do not only

share their information but also make collective, centralised-like decisions. Olfati-

Saber et al. [Olfati-Saber et al., 2007] presented a theoretical framework by which

they were able to analyse consensus algorithms for multi-agent networked systems

with fixed or dynamic topology and directed information flow. They presented

many examples of consensus problems in connected dynamic systems and they

have examined also many solutions.

Goddemeier et al. [Goddemeier et al., 2012] presented different

communication-aware mobility algorithms for a hybrid ground-aerial remote

sensing. They used a ground station as a base station while the sensors were

flying units. They showed that the Release and Return Strategy is suitable to
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gain the required spatial exploration and maintain minimum connectivity with

respect to either required connectivity or coverage. The proposed agent-based role

management concept works both in stationary and dynamic mission environments

with realistic channel characteristics.

In the work of Michael et al. [Michael et al., 2006] a three dimensional model

and a control method were proposed for point-like robots. Thanks to the abstrac-

tion of the swarm, the entities can be controlled by a high level behaviour which was

automatically transformed into control laws. They validated their results through

simulations.

Hsieh et al. [Hsieh et al., 2008] presented a paradigm and algorithms for de-

ploying a mobile robot network with specifications on end-to-end performance.

They developed a method for obtaining radio signal strength maps that can be

used to plan multi-robot tasks and also serve as useful perceptual information.

They also made it possible for the entities to monitor their signal strength and re-

act to the changes in order to maximise the network usage efficiency. Their model

was validated through experimental results.

In the works of Daniel et al. [Daniel et al., 2011], [Behnke et al., 2013] mobile

sensor deployment and dispersion concepts were presented where the nodes were

using communication channels to make the performance of the coverage and the

detection better.

Although these solutions are efficient, the entities should have the ability of

permanent communication with the others, which is not trivial in a real-time en-

vironment. Therefore, the robustness of these systems may remain problematic.

2.4.2 Cognitive Infocommunications

In contrast with the most of the above presented communication aided con-

cepts, the cognitive infocommunications is not designed for centralising a group

of cognitive entities. As it was introduced in the work of Baranyi et al.

[Baranyi and Csapo, 2012], [Baranyi and Csapo, 2010] and in the paper of Sal-

lai [Sallai, 2012]: researches related to this topic investigate the link between the

research areas of info communication and cognitive science. This means that cog-

nitive info communication is trying to support the information sharing of cognitive
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entities. Therefore, it is suitable for such groups or swarms which consist of intel-

ligent and individual entities. Among the cognitive infocommunications Baranyi

et al. identify two modes of communication:

1. During intra-cognitive communication the information is transferred between

two cognitive beings with equivalent cognitive capabilities (e.g., two human

or two swarm member)

2. In the case of inter-cognitive communication the information is transferred

between two cognitive beings with different cognitive capabilities (e.g., be-

tween a human and an artificial cognitive system or entity)

Next to the two modes of communication Baranyi et al. also distinguish multiple

types of communication which refer to the type of the information that is carried

between the two communicating entities. These are the followings:

1. Sensor sharing communication: Both peers are using the same sensory

modality to perceive the communicated information.

2. Sensor-bridging communication: Sensory information obtained or experi-

enced by each of the entities is not only transmitted but also transformed to

an appropriate and different sensory modality.

3. Representation-sharing communication: The same information representa-

tion is used on both ends to communicate information.

4. Representation-bridging communication: Sensory information transferred to

the receiver entity is filtered and/or adapted so that a different information

representation is used on the two ends.

For an individual swarm both intra- and inter-cognitive communication may pro-

vide benefits. Regarding intra-cognitive communication it is evident that it is

suitable for enhanced information sharing among the entities. However, the avail-

ability of inter-cognitive communication brings a more valuable capability to the

system. It enables the swarm to share the gathered information with an outsider.

We should note that this would also enable the swarm to communicate with their

entities itself, which may lead to a distributed self-controlled system. Nevertheless
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Figure 2.1. Network coding example.

this disagrees with our primary goal: the generation of fully individual cooperative

system.

Regarding the communication types, the most important type for a group of

individual entity is the representation sharing. This is because the entities are not

directly interested in the sensor data of their neighbours though the gathered infor-

mation is relevant for them in order to maintain a proper model of the environment

and the swarm itself.

As it was also depicted by Baranyi et al. [Baranyi and Csapo, 2012] the goal

of the cognitive infocommunication in contrast with the cognitive informatics is

not the creation of artificially cognitive systems. It is designed for connecting

such systems with appropriate links. However in order to create such efficient

connections it should be aware of the results of cognitive informatics.

We can summarise that our cognitive swarm concept can be interpreted as an

artificial cognitive system which communicates with both artificial group members

and non artificial beings like humans.

2.4.3 Network Coding

In order to establish cognitive-infocommunications channels among the entities,

a communication network should be established. For this, we have chosen the

network coding because it is suitable for such distributed and dynamic systems

like a group of artificial cooperative entities.
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As it was defined by Ahlswede et al. [Ahlswede et al., 2000] and described in nu-

merous works like [Phulpin et al., 2011], [Fitzek et al., 2010], the main idea behind

network coding is that data throughput and network robustness can be consider-

ably improved by allowing the intermediate nodes in the network to mix different

data flows through algebraic combinations of multiple datagrams. If we want to

exchange two messages (a and b) between two nodes (A and B) through an in-

termediate node S it needs four transmissions, as it can be seen in Figure 2.1.

However, if S performs network coding by the XOR-ing of the first two messages

into a new, combined message and broadcast it for A and B, as it is illustrated on

the second case of the Figure 2.1, the exchange of the messages requires only three

transmissions. It is possible because by XOR-ing one original message with this

combined message gives back the other original message e.g. a ⊕ (a ⊕ b) = b. By

the reduction of transmitted messages, the whole communication becomes faster

and also energy efficient.

Although there are more sophisticated network coding protocols which take

messages as a collection of symbols from a particular finite field, and they forward

the linear combination of these symbols through the network by using the benefits

of linear codes e.g. erasure correction and well understood encoding/decoding al-

gorithms [Ho et al., 2006]. This concept is useful in those dynamic networks such

mobile ad-hoc networks or distributed robotic networks, where the broadcasting of

encoded packets towards all reachable neighbours until they have enough degrees

of freedom to decode the original message is beneficial from the perspective of en-

ergy consumption and computational complexity. In the above mentioned dynamic

cases, there are already many implementations which showed that the relatively

higher computational cost of packet encoding/decoding is a reasonable trade-off

for better communication capabilities. Besides, the multicast the use of network

coding is also convenient in terms of fault tolerance, reliability and throughput. If

we change from the binary field to larger field sizes the nodes will be able to per-

form more sophisticated operations with the received packets. However in a large,

dynamic network not only the centralised coordination, but also the centralised

computation of network code is uncomfortable and impractical. Fortunately, as it

was described in [Lucani et al., 2009b], [Lucani et al., 2009a] it is possible to per-

form network coding in a fully distributed way, by allowing the nodes to choose
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their linear coefficients independently and uniformly at random over all elements

of the finite field F.

As it was mentioned in [Phulpin et al., 2011] this approach achieves the mul-

ticast capacity of the network provided that the field size is sufficiently large.

Random linear network coding can be implemented efficiently in packet oriented

networks by

1. segmenting the payload into data symbols that can be viewed as elements of

F.

2. computing the required linear combinations on a symbol-by-symbol basis

using random coefficients.

3. placing the resulting symbols on the payload of the outgoing packet.

4. updating the header with the random coefficients required for decoding.

After receiving sufficient number of packets the node will be able to obtain

the coding matrix from the headers of the incoming packets and thus they may

recover the original data symbols. By the use of the mixing operations the content

of one original packet will be spread over multiple instances. Therefore, if there

are enough degrees of freedom to decode the original symbols, it is not necessary

for the decoder node to receive a dedicated packet.

2.4.4 Related work on Peer-to-Peer Networks

The amount of Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) oriented applications has been

increasing rapidly. This development is partly driven by the increasing spread of

WIFI capable mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, and also by the

increasing demand for ad hoc media and content sharing services e.g. for the class-

room, conference and office like in [Perrucci et al., 2009], [Fitzek and Katz, 2007b],

[Fitzek and Katz, 2007a]. For these types of one-to-many services the traditional

point-to-point data distribution paradigms provide a poor utilisation of the avail-

able network resources. In both wired and wireless networks multicast provides a

favourable solution, where data is sent along branches of a multicast tree and thus

consuming a minimal amount of resources. Although IP multicast provide suitable
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delivery semantics for certain applications and services in small scale MANETs, it

suffers from one major drawback, namely the lack of reliable data delivery mech-

anisms, which is the need for multimedia content distribution among mobile de-

vices. Reliable multicast is required by an increasing amount of services not only

the content sharing services mentioned, but also in e.g. military networks, car-to-

car networks, including a wide range of one-to-many services used in the Internet

today [Chiasserini et al., 2005], [Mankin et al., 1998].

However, providing reliable data transport in MANETs poses several challeng-

ing problems due to the high mobility, unstable nature and typical resource con-

strained mobile devices e.g. in terms of energy, computational power, and memory.

This is further complicated as the requirements posed by different reliable multi-

cast applications typically cannot be supported by a single underlying protocol or

single set of transport mechanisms. Different multicast applications have different

characteristics and requirements e.g. in terms of error-control, in-order delivery,

delay sensitivity, support for multiple sources, scalability, impact on other traffic

types, etc. [Mankin et al., 1998].

This differs from reliable unicast protocols where the requirements remain rea-

sonably general allowing the delivery semantics of the Transmission Control Proto-

col (TCP) to support a wide range of applications. This diversity in requirements

has resulted in a variety of proposed reliable multicast protocols. Most proposals

rely on two key approaches namely Automatic Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) in which

a source retransmits lost packets and Forward Error Correction (FEC) in which

the source transmits redundant parity bits allowing for error recovery at the sinks.

Pure ARQ suffers from the so-called feedback implosion- and exposure-problem

[Radoslavov et al., 2001].

Whereas pure FEC schemes cannot provide full reliability. To mitigate

these issues Hybrid ARQ schemes combining ARQ and FEC have been pro-

posed and investigated, and its performance is in general well understood

[Nonnenmacher et al., 1998].

Although traditional ARQ and FEC schemes have proved very useful in the

construction of efficient reliable multicast schemes, recent results indicate that

further improvements may be achieved for MANETs via the combination of two

emerging technologies, namely Cooperative Wireless Networks (CWNs) and Net-
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work Coding (NC) [Fujimura et al., 2008] [Zhang and Fitzek, 2007]. Both Co-

operative communication in wireless networks and Network Coding are new re-

search areas, which have generated a significant amount of interest in recent years

[Fitzek and Katz, 2006].

CWNs break with the traditional client/server network structure to create a

number of advantages for cooperating devices. Previous work has shown that

CWN in some setups can be used to increase throughput, reduce delay, and reduce

energy consumption for the cooperating nodes [Fitzek and Katz, 2006].

NC offers properties that support cooperative data distribution schemes by

allowing re-coding of data flows at intermediate cooperating nodes, and thereby

offering a higher flexibility and potential gains over traditional end-to-end codes.

NC changes the current paradigm in switching computer networks often referred

to as store-and-forward or routing. Traditionally in networks flow of information

has often been compared to flow of water in pipes or crates transported by trucks.

This analogy is inadequate in NC as information flows are no longer considered as

atomic entities but mixed at nodes in the network. This mixing has been shown in

theory to exhibit several advantageous properties related to throughput, robust-

ness, security, and complexity in communication networks [Ho and Lun, 2008].

In both areas a vast amount of promising results have been verified through

simulation and/or analysis, however issues arising from real implementations are

still largely unexplored. In particular, it remains unclear how the transport level

protocols should be implemented and whether reliable multicast schemes in prac-

tice may benefit from network coding and cooperation.



Chapter 3
Cooperative Robotics - Discovery

and Surrounding Algorithms

3.1 Introduction

In order to solve a predefined problem with a group of artificial entities a dedicated

behavioural algorithm should be generated for the entities. The main goals of this

chapter are to present solutions for the distributed area discovery and the target

surrounding problems.

The presented area discovery solution uses a hybrid model, in which the enti-

ties have a common knowledge – the map of the discovered area – however, each

entity performs the algorithm individually. The entities follows the look-compute-

move paradigm which was introduced in Section 2.2. At the end of the section a

proposition will be presented for the reduction of energy consumption.

In the second part of this chapter a target surrounding solution will be intro-

duced which solves a special variant of the gathering problem. By the use of the

presented fully-synchronous algorithm, a group of decentralised, oblivious entities

who are able to sense only their neighbours and the target, can surround a prede-

fined moving target. The presented algorithm will be evaluated though theoretical

and simulation results.

22
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3.2 Area Discovery

The main goal of the proposed concept is to create a map from a given area,

which will be used by the members during the exploration. As the entities move

along the explored area, they are simultaneously extending this common map

until they are unable to find unexplored areas. There are already swarm-based

discovery solutions, like the idea of [Bürkle et al., 2011]. Unlike the definition

of dedicated entity types, I rather split the task of the entities into two parts:

translation and mapping. This keeps the swarm homogenous while the robots are

able to perform multiple types of tasks. During the exploration, each member of

the swarm successively repeats the following two processes until they reach the

common goal: the full discovery of a given area.

Translation: This process is responsible for moving the robots from one point

to another. Before the effective translation, each robot - based on the internal map

- determines the next target (or destination) point which should be reached after

the translation. Each target has a dedicated direction where the target points.

After the robot reached the target, it should rotate towards that direction. As it

is shown in Figure 3.1 the motion consist of three main steps.

1. The robot rotates with ϕ1 to the direction of the next target (Tj).

2. The robot moves to the next target (Tj).

3. The robot rotates to the direction (ϕ2) which was given by the target (Tj).

Mapping: After the robot reached the destination point, it starts the area dis-

covery. In this process, the robot uses its built-in sensors ( i.e. mounted cameras)

for gathering information from that area, where the current place points. With

the gathered information, the robot extends the common map and switches back

to the translation phase.

The key part of the overall discovery process is the determination of the next

targets. In the next section I will introduce an algorithm that gives a baseline

solution.
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Figure 3.1. The translation process during the discovery.

3.2.1 Mathematical notations

Before the formal presentation of the concrete algorithm, I introduce the notations

which will be used during the exposition. The current state of the overall swarm

is represented by the following set:

S : {Ri} (3.1)

Where each robot is denoted with the following formula:

Ri =< position; direction; battery capacity > (3.2)

Both position and direction are defined in the global coordinate system of the

discoverable area. The direction defines the orientation of a robot. Each robot

is aware of its battery capacity which indicates the limit of its restricted range.

The battery capacity decreases with every specific action, like moving or taking

pictures.

n∑
j=0

Bi = B (3.3)

where B is the overall battery capacity of the swarm.
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The discoverable environment is represented with a complete graph, where the

nodes are the targets that should be visited by the robots. Let the ith node be the

following:

Ti =< position, direction > (3.4)

The position represents the global position - like the position of the robots - of

the target. The direction determines an orientation for the robot, where it should

look at with its sensors. This is required by the discovery process.

T : {Ti} (3.5)

Each node that was visited by one of the robots during the discovery will be

added to a queue of the visitor robot, which is called the Discovery queue.

Di = [T1;T3; ...] (3.6)

Since one target must not be visited multiple times, the following restriction

was declared:

∀i,jDi

⋂
Dj = ∅|i 6= j (3.7)

In each iteration of the algorithm the already visited targets should be removed

from the list of the available targets:

G : T \
⋃
i

Di (3.8)

To determine the current position of the ith robot, the following function was

defined, which returns the last visited target of the discovery queue of the robot,

where it is currently located.

LastPos(i) : Di[end] (3.9)

where Di[end] indicates the most recently added target of the ith discovery

queue. By using the above declared formulas, I introduce the method for finding

the nearest target for the rth robot.
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Tj = Next(Dr) : (3.10)

r, j = argmin{C(LastPos(r), Pj) : Pj ∈ G}

where C(Ti, Tj) is the energy consumption of the translation of a robot between

two nodes. By using this equation, the overall energy cost of a discovery queue is

the following

C(Dr) =
n−1∑
i=0

C(Dr[i], Dr[i+ 1]) (3.11)

And before the presentation of the main algorithm, the Append method of the

solution will be presented. This allows to add new places to the solution of the

robot.

Dr.Append(Tj) : (3.12)

Tj = Next(Dr)

3.2.1.1 The Algorithm

Algorithm 3.1 Area Discovery Algorithm

Input: G all available points, S all members of the swarm, ∀D = ∅
while G 6= ∅ do

for i = 1 to |S| do
Tcur = LastPos(i) {get the current place of the ith robot}
Tnext = Next(Di) {calculates the next place, but it is only a candidate}
if Bi − C(Tcur, Tnext) > 0 then
Di.Append(Zj)

else
S = S\Ri {if the robot has reached it’s limit, it will be removed from the
available robots}

Output:
⋃
Di = G,

⋂
Di = ∅, ∀r : C(Dr) ≤ Br0 {where the Br0 represents the

battery capacity at the initial state}
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(a) Initial phase

(b) End phase

Figure 3.2. Example for area discovery with three robots, where (a) and (d) show the
initial and the end setup

As it can be seen in Algorithm 3.1 and on Figure 3.2, if the swarm has enough

battery capacity, all of the targets will be visited by the robots, which means that

the area discovery will be successful.

During the discovery process, the distributed target localisation and coopera-

tive communication is mandatory in order to guarantee that $
⋂
Di = ∅ and the

uniformness of T for each robot. Therefore the target localisation should be done

collectively.

It should be declared that this algorithm does not give the optimal solution,

especially if all targets are known before the first iteration - as it was declared

above. This is because the problem is analogue to the Multiple Traveling Salesmen

Problem (mTSP) which is NP-complete [Király and Abonyi, 2010]. Nevertheless,

as the forecast level - the amount and the distance of available targets - decreases,

the result of the algorithm may converge to the optimal solution.
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3.2.2 Energy Consumption

In this section, a model will be presented for estimating the energy consumption of

a swarm. The model deals only with the cost of the translation and rotation of the

robot, which means that the energy consumption of the on-board computer will be

excluded from the calculations. However, it is a nearly constant value, which can

be subtracted in each time-frame from the initial battery level as it can be seen in

(3.3).

To determine to which available place the robot should translate in the next

iteration (See Figure 3.1), the following energy consumption C metric was intro-

duced, which consists of the following three parts:

Crotm(Ti, Tj) (3.13)

This equation represents the energy cost of the motion-rotation from the di-

rection of target Ti to the direction of Tj. There is a similar form for the energy

consumption of the transition movement from target Ti to target Tj. In this model,

the translation is always handled as a rectilinear motion.

Ctrans(Ti, Tj) (3.14)

After the robot has arrived to the new target, it should rotate to the desired

direction in order to scan the uncharted area. This is the energy cost of the look-

at-rotation

Crotl(Ti, Tj) (3.15)

The overall energy consumption of one translation process is the sum of the

above defined three consumption types:

C(Ti, Tj) = Crotm(Ti, Tj) + Ctrans(Ti, Tj) + Crotl(Ti, Tj) (3.16)

With this equation, the energy cost of one translation process can be easily

estimated and compared.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3. An ideal (a) and a real (b) power consumption curve of a DC motor
[Kinglsey, 1993].

3.2.2.1 Energy consumption curve of translation

This section will present the estimated energy consumption characteristics of the

translation movements of the robots. In this concept the energy consumption of

basic translation motion was divided into three states as it is illustrated in Figure

3.3.

The first is the ramp-up section (Cramp−up). This is the most energy consuming

section but it has a constant duration. It takes from the beginning of the movement

(t0) until the robot reaches the desired cruising speed (t1). During the further

optimisation process this should be reduced first.

The second section is the move (Cmove). This section begins when the robot

reaches the cruising speed (t1) and it ends when the robot starts to decelerate

or brake in order to stop at the desired place (t2). During the constant motion

the energy consumption depends only on the duration of the motion and this

dependency is linear.

The third section is the ramp-down (Cramp−down). This also takes constant time

but in contrast to the ramp-up section it is the least energy-consuming section. It

starts when the robot starts to decelerate (t3) and ends when the motors stop (t4).

Based on the three sections and on the consumption curve in Figure 3.3 the

overall consumption will be the following:

C =

∫ t3

t0

C(a(t), v(t))dt (3.17)

This formula returns an exact value but without the real characteristics of the

consumption curve, it cannot be used for accurate estimation. Therefore, we intro-
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duce another formula that can give a good evaluation for the overall consumption

without the exact knowledge of the consumption curve.

C = Cramp−up + Cmovetmove + Cramp−down (3.18)

Because the start-stop events require much energy, by the reduction of their

occurrence during the area discovery, the energy consumption of the mobile robots

will be significantly decreased. This can be achieved by using those types of sensors

which can measure during the translation of the robot.

Proposition 3.1. Those discovery solutions where the entities are able to move

along and map the discoverable area continuously require less energy than those

ones in which the robots should repeatedly start and stop for making their measure-

ments.

Proof. Let tm be the time interval which is required for mapping the environment

around the actual target and tst the time interval which required for the start-

stop process. According to the Figure 3.3, Cramp−down +Cramp−up ≈ 2.5·Cmove· tst.
In the start-stop case the energy consumption of this mapping section is Cst =

Cramp−down + Cramp−up while in the continuous case it is Ccont = Cmove· (tm + tst).

Therefore if tm is small enough Cst > Ccont, which means that 2.5·Cmove· tst >
Cmove· (tm + tst). This means that if tm < 1.5· tst the energy consumption of the

robot and therefore the energy consumption of the swarm will be reduced.

3.3 Multi Orbit Surrounding

Besides the area discovery and the collective motion, which was used in the previous

section, the gathering of swarm entities is also a well studied problem. In this

section a special interpretation of the gathering problem will be introduced, the

Multi Orbit Surrounding (MOS). Instead of gathering entities around a predefined

or not predefined point, this method gives a solution by which a group of entities

are able to gather around a given target entity.
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3.3.1 The Surrounding Concept

If multiple entities are trying to capture a moving target one of the most relevant

tactic is the surrounding. Most animal groups who are hunting in a group - like

wolf packs - are following this strategy. Therefore, the main idea of the presented

mechanism is to define a trajectory around the target on which the entities should

take place.

However, as in real-life situations, the target is trying to avoid from the inter-

ception. In order to assure that the target cannot escape from the circle of the

entities - i.e. the circle is not uniformly filled and there are holes in it - , they

should move around it. In order to minimise the possibility of the inter agent

collision, a heading direction was defined for the trajectory. Nevertheless, by the

introduction of this strict direction rule on the desired trajectory prohibits the use

of a usual pincer movement.

In order to solve this issue, I have introduced the multi orbit surrounding mech-

anism. I have defined multiple orbital trajectories around the target which are

moving with it. A simple example can be seen in Figure 3.4.

Each trajectory has a heading direction. This serves two purposes:

• First this mechanism accelerates the surrounding process.

• Second it reduces the probability of inter-agent collision, because all agents

are moving in the same direction.

Each neighbouring trajectory pair has different heading direction, which implies

that there should be some distance between them in order to minimise the collision

probability. The basic behaviour of the entities between two trajectories is a radial

movement towards the target. There are two types of trajectories.

The first type is the primary trajectory (Tprimary). This is the nearest trajectory

around the target. The main goal of the entities is to put themselves into orbit on

this trajectory. Whenever an entity has reached this trajectory, it should stop all

radial movement and should start to move around the target in the given heading

direction.

The second type of trajectories is the secondary trajectory (Tsecondary). These

trajectories are more distant than the primary. If an entity is passing through
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Figure 3.4. Three circular trajectory curves and their headings around a given target

one of these trajectories during the surrounding process and it is sensing another

entity in front of it, it should put itself onto orbit on the current trajectory. By

doing this not only the collision will be avoided but the surrounding process will

be accelerated too.

However if the entities are not staying on any of the above introduced trajec-

tories, it is not allowed to make tangential movements around the target.

In order to avoid inter-agent collision, the entities also have potential fields

around themselves with significantly stronger repulsion component than the at-

traction of the target.

By defining this trajectory system, those entities who are coming from the same

direction towards the target are enabled to make a classical pincer movement and

surround the target. The generated behaviour is the following:

If the current position of the robot is on T1 or a neighbour with higher prior-

ity prohibits to move towards the target, circulate in the corresponding direction

around the target on Ti | i > 2; in all other cases move directly towards the target.

The pseudocode of the algorithm can be seen on Algorithm 3.2.
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Algorithm 3.2 The Multi Orbit Surrounding Algorithm

Input: H all members of the swarm, T target, Tri | i ∈ Z trajectories of T ,
Ri | i ∈ Z members of H
loop

for i = 1 to |H| do
face to the target
if Ri is on Tr0 then

rotate on the current orbit with the heading direction of Tr0
else if Ri is on Tri then

if There is no other robot in front then
move towards the target

else
rotate on the current orbit with the heading direction of Tri

else
move towards the target

3.3.2 Generating virtual potential field

This section gives a formula for generating potential field for swarm systems in

oder to use the multi orbit surrounding concept.

The presented concept is based on the solution of Barnes [Barnes et al., 2009].

In order to give a brighter view the concept it will be demonstrated through circular

trajectories, however the mathematical formulas are able to handle star shape

forms and also elliptical trajectories.

Let the two dimensional potential function of the target be the following:

f(x,y) = e−α((x−xc)
2+γ(y−yc)2) (3.19)

This bivariate normal function produces an oval-shaped function whose gradi-

ent will be used for generating different types of attractive and repulsive functions.

The xc, yc are the coordinates of the target, α is a positive parameter and

γ = A/B, where A and B are the lengths of x and y axes of the Tprimary.

In addition this function is also used to calculate the potential of the entities

itself in order distinguishing their priority.

Let V be the set of robots. The coordinates of an entity v ∈ V are denoted by

vx and vy. The potential ϕ(v) of v is
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(a) Attraction (b) Repulsion

(c) Radial (d) Surrounding

Figure 3.5. Different vector fields generated with the gradients

ϕ(v) = f(vx, vy) (3.20)

The potential of the entity is strictly monotonically decreasing while it gets

closer to the target.

The gradient of this function can be seen in Figure 3.5(a) and it looks like as

follows:

dx = −2αf(x, y)(x− xc)

dy = −2αf(x, y)(y − yc) (3.21)

This gradient can be used for a pure attractive function. In order to keep the

entities away from the close proximity of the target, a repulsion function should
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be used. This can be achieved by inverting the direction of the gradients, which

can be seen in Figure 3.5(b).

dx = 2αf(x, y)(x− xc)

dy = 2αf(x, y)(y − yc) (3.22)

The next part of the function gradient set is the perpendicular gradients. These

gradients can be generated by a simple rotation. See Figure 3.5(c).

dx = 2αf(x, y)(y − yc)

dy = −2αf(x, y)(x− xc) (3.23)

In order to limit the attraction and repulsion and perpendicular forces, weight

functions should be used. For the attraction and repulsion functions the following

weight function is sufficient:

Wrad =
1

1 + e−αout(r−(R+Rout))
−

1

1 + eαin(r−(R−Rin))
(3.24)

Where R is the radius of the primary trajectory, r is distance function which is

rotation invariant, αin, αout, Rin and Rout are positive parameters. More detailed

description can be found in [Barnes et al., 2009].

In order to localise the perpendicular forces to the primary trajectory another

weight function should be introduced:

Wtan = e−α⊥(r−R)2

[
0 1

−1 0

]
(3.25)

where α⊥ is a positive parameter. By combining these two weight functions

in the following equitation of V =

[
vx

vy

]
, the entities will move until they reach

the primary trajectory where they start their orbital motion, as it can be seen in

Figure 3.5(d).
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V = (Wrad +Wtan) ∂x | ∂x =

[
dx

dy

]
(3.26)

In a multi-robot swarm the chance of inter-agent collision is always there. In

order to avoid this situation the following weight function should be used:

Wcoll = κ−
κ

1 + e−αavoid(
√
ravoid−Ravoid)

(3.27)

where ravoid is the distance between the current entity and its neighbour, κ is

a collision avoidance tuning variable, αavoid is a control variable and Ravoid is the

desired distance from other swarm members. All of these variables are positive

parameters. However this weight depends on the potential fields of the entities,

not on the target. Nevertheless the potential function of the entities is the same

as it was used by the target in Equation (3.19).

The combined velocity vector should look like as follows:

V = (Wrad +Wtan) ∂x+
∑
i∈X

Wcoll∂x
i
avoid (3.28)

where X denotes the set of the entities excluding the current entity. The

∂xiavoid =

[
dx avoid

dy avoid

]
is the gradient vector of the ith entity’s potential field.

In order to extend this system with the multi orbit solution, a new weight

function (W ∗
tr) was generated which can be seen in Figure 3.6 and looks like as

follows:

Str = (2−
1

2 + er
)sin(αtrr) (3.29)

Sout =
1

1 + eαout(r−(R+Rout))
(3.30)

W ∗
tr = SoutStr (3.31)
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Figure 3.6. The circular gradients (trajectory curves) and their headings around a
given target

The Str component generates the distinct trajectory curves with a slightly

increasing tangential speed while the Sout limits its gain to the outside of the

primary trajectory.

However it is not efficient when every entity starts to move along on the sec-

ondary trajectories before reaching the desired trajectory. This is only required

when they are not able to move directly towards the desired position. This can

only happen, when there is another entity in the way, which means that this newly

introduced weight is required only in collision avoidance situations.

Therefore it was extended by adding proximity parameters to it:

Wtr =
∑
i∈X

W ∗
tr

λ− λ

1 + e−αavoid(ravoid−Ravoid)

 (3.32)
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The λ is a similar parameter like the κ, nevertheless, it should be minor: λ <

κ/2 in order to prevent from getting far from the target. As it can be seen, this

weight function is weaker than the ones used by the collision avoidance function,

however, the range of it is larger.

The final velocity vector of a given entity looks like as follows:

V = (Wrad +Wtan +Wtr) ∂x+
∑
i∈X

Wcoll∂x
i
avoid (3.33)

3.3.3 Algorithmic evaluation

This section will present a discrete time based, fully synchronous interpretation of

the multi orbit surrounding. This approach will use the potential field of Section

3.3.2. However, the repulsion of the entities is handled by a binary function.

It will be proved that under the following assumptions by the use of this

discrete interpretation of the multi orbit surrounding method a swarm of robots

will always enclose a given target.

Assumptions:

1. Given n robots, modeled as points in the Euclidean plane IR2.

2. The robots use a common coordinate system.

3. All robots know the position of the target t, w.l.o.g. the target is placed at

the origin.

4. The movements of the robots are divided into discrete steps.

5. In each step a robot can move a unit distance in the direction determined by

the potential field or stay in place if this movement is prohibited by another

robot.

6. The Euclidean distance d(u, v) between each pair of robots u, v must be at

least some constant dmin ≤ 1.
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7. The radius r1 of the primary orbit T1 is 1 and the distance between neigh-

bouring orbits is 1, i.e. ri+1− ri = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., where ri is the radius of the

ith orbit Ti.

8. The sensing range of the robots is at least dmin + 2. Thus, each robot which

could get closer than dmin after one time step is within the sensing range.

9. The robots are able to switch between neighbouring orbits within one time

step.

Remark: For simplicity, the following calculations are dealing with a static

target. This assumption can be changed for a slowly moving target. In that

case, the unit velocity of the robots must be relative to the velocity of the target.

Because the system is fully-synchronous, in each step all entities will compensate

their velocity vector with the same target velocity.

Theoretical validation

It is assumed that at the beginning the distance between each pair of enti-

ties u and v is at least dmin. Each entity tries to move straight into the direction

of the target. If it is not possible, because it would get too close to another entity,

it moves on the trajectory containing its current position.

Note that by Assumption 5, 6, 7, and 8, all entities that could be closer to an

entity v than dmin in the next time step and could cause a collision with v, are

within the sensing range of v.

It will be proved that the entities always can move, never stuck in deadlock

situation, and a convergence guarantee of the surrounding process will be also

given.

Two entities u and v prohibit each other’s movement if the above rule would

cause collision. In that case, the entity with higher potential is allowed to move. In

order to break ties, it is assumed that each entity v ∈ V has a unique ID denoted

by v.ID and each entity knows the IDs of the entities within its sensing range∗.

∗For example, the entities within the sensing range of each other exchange their IDs through
their communication interface.
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An entity v has a higher priority than another entity u, if ϕ(v) < ϕ(u) ∨(ϕ(v) =

ϕ(u) ∧ v.ID < u.ID). Thus, there is a straight, total order on the entities. If two

entities prohibit each other’s movement, the entity with higher priority is allowed

to move.

First it will be shown that each entity can move either straight into the direction

of the target or on the trajectory around the target. Therefore, the potential of an

entity never increases.

Lemma 3.2. Each entity v, which is not on the innermost trajectory, can move

straight towards the target if v is not prohibited by another entity u with higher pri-

ority. Otherwise, v can move on the trajectory around the target in the correspond-

ing heading direction. The potential of v never increases during the surrounding

process.

Proof. First let us consider an entity v which is already on the innermost trajectory

T0. It can be shown that v can move on that trajectory and its potential never

increases. Since all entities on T0 (if any) move in the same direction around the

target, their distance to each other remains the same, and thus, they do not cause

a collision. Another entity u with a higher potential ϕ(u) > ϕ(v) is only allowed

to move to T0, if it does not cause a collision.

Now let us consider an entity v, which is not in T0. If v is not prohibited to

move straight towards the target by any another entity u with higher priority then

it moves towards the target and its potential strictly decreases. Otherwise, by

similar argument than above, v can move on the trajectory corresponding to its

current position and its potential does not change.

Now it is possible to prove a guarantee of the convergence of the surrounding

process, which also guarantees that no deadlock situation can be occurred during

the surrounding.

Proposition 3.3. Until the inner trajectories have not been filled with entities

(i.e. an inner trajectory Tin contains a hole of length at least 2dmin), the overall

potential energy of the swarm is strictly monotonically decreasing within rom·π+ 1

steps, where rom is the radius of the outermost trajectory Tom.
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Proof. The presented rules guarantee that no entity increases its potential and the

distance from the target never increases. If an entity is not prohibited by other

entities, it is moving on a straight line towards the target, until it reaches the

innermost orbit. If an entity does not decrease its distance to the target by one in

a time step, then it is either on the innermost orbit or it is in conflict with another

entity with a higher priority.

Assume that in a time step no entity can decrease its distance from the target.

Let Ti be the innermost orbit which contains a hole of length at least 2dmin. Let

ri be the radius of Ti. Consider the entity v with the highest priority among

the entities having strictly higher potential than the entities on Ti. If no such

entity exists, then we are done, all inner orbits are filled. Otherwise, v can only

be prohibited to move to the direction of the target by robots on Ti. Then v

circulates on orbit Ti+1. The entity v and the hole on Ti circulate in opposite

direction. Within riπ + 1 steps either v can move into the hole on Ti or another

entity filled the hole before v. Thus, within riπ + 1 steps at least one entity

decreased its distance to the target at least by one.

Proposition 3.4. After (N + 1)/2 ∗ D time step the primary trajectory T0 will

always be filled and therefore the target will be encircled, where N is the maximum

number of entities who are able to take place on T0 and D is the sum of distances

of the robots who will reside on T0 to the target in the starting configuration.

Proof. As it was proved if the T0 trajectory is not full, the potential of the system

is monotonically decreasing after each r0·π+ 1 or (N + 1)/2 time step. The initial

potential of the entities who will reach T0 is D. Because an entity who reach the

T0 trajectory can be blocked only by those other entities who have already reached

the T0, it is guaranteed that the potential of these entities will be reduced in every

(N + 1)/2 time step. Therefore after (N + 1)/2·D time step their potential will

be 0 which means that they will be on T0.

Similar solutions

As it was mentioned in Section 2.2 there are already solutions for the circle

formation around a given centre or target point.
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Although by the use of the proposed models of Defago and

Konagaya [Défago and Konagaya, 2002] and Chatzigiannakis et al.

[Chatzigiannakis et al., 2004] the entities are able to encircle the target, they

were using global knowledge during the formation process i.e. all robot knew the

position of the others. Although it was required for their presented Voronoi based

approaches, in a real life scenario it is hard to accomplish. Nevertheless they only

proved that the entities in their solution were converging towards the final state,

upper bound for the formation process was not given.

The Gathering solution of Cord-Landwehr et al. [Cord-Landwehr et al., 2011a]

uses nearly the same restrictions as the MOS, nevertheless they solved the gather-

ing in a fully discrete environment in contrast with our discrete time, continuous

space model. They gave an upper bound to the gathering process which depends

on the total number of the entities, however they did not give a surrounding time

for the primary ”trajectory”.

Although the presented concept of Gervasi and Prencipe

[Gervasi and Prencipe, 2003] has the same goals as the MOS, the capabili-

ties of the entities and the surrounding process is slightly different. However the

entities do not have a common coordinate system, they are able to see all the

others. This is a huge drawback in comparison with the presented MOS solution

where the entities have limited sensing range. Nevertheless they also shown the

correctness of their algorithm only through simulation results.

Based on the above presented results it can be summarised that only the pre-

sented MOS algorithm guarantees that target surrounding finishes within a given

time constraint.

3.3.4 Empirical Validation

This section presents the experimental results of the above introduced discrete

interpretation of multi orbit surrounding. The following simulation results were

made by the V-REP Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform †, which is a 3D

robot simulator with an integrated development environment. By using this soft-

ware all the robots of the swarm can be simulated independently and simultane-

†http://www.v-rep.eu/
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ously by using Lua scripts. During the simulations, the robots permanently knew

the position of the target, and are able to locate their neighbours in their vicinity

via their local sensors.

In order to validate the robustness (collision freeness) and the converge guar-

antee of the algorithm multiple simulation scenarios were performed. As it was

depicted in Section 3.3.3, for simplicity, a static target was assumed, and it was

remarked that it can be changed for a slowly moving target. Then the unit velocity

is relative to the velocity of the target.

During the simulations, three different type of start-up constellations were used

for each scenario.

1. The first one is the random constellation, where the robots are distributed

uniformly at random over the simulation area.

2. The second setup is the two groups constellation, in which the robots were

forming two separate dense clusters on the opposite sides of the simulation

area. Within the clusters, the distance between the robots and their neigh-

bours was dmin.

3. The third constellation is the one group setup. In this case, the robots were

placed in one dense cluster.

In the clustered settings many robots were in conflict with each other at the be-

ginning, however, no collision or deadlock situation occurred. In all cases multiple

different measurements were made regarding the number of the entities and the

size of the simulation area. Each simulation scenario was performed with 20-100

robots (increased by 10 in each measurement) and the side length of the simulation

area was 20-30-40 units.

The simulation results of each scenario can be seen in Figure 5.3. It can be

seen that the surrounding time is increasing when the robots are concentrating at

a specific side of the target, like in the one group setting. See Figure 3.7(c).

In the random case, surrounding time manly depends on the average distance

between the target and the robots. The peaks in Figure 3.7(a) are caused by the

disadvantageous position of those robots that are arriving last to the target. In

the worst case situation a robot must move around half of the perimeter of an
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inner circle until it can move into a hole on it. However, this remains linear in the

number of the entities.

In summary, during the simulation scenarios no collision and deadlock situation

occurred and in all case the entities performed the surrounding successfully.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter a hybrid concept was presented for distributed area discovery for a

group of semi-individual entities. It was shown that if the robots avoid performing

the ”stop-start” phases of the translation process, they consume less energy.

In the second part of this chapter, the fully-synchronous, discrete time, contin-

uous space Multi Orbit Surrounding algorithm was presented. It was proved that

this solution is able to encircle a slowly moving target within a predefined time

constant by a group of decentralised, oblivious entities who are unable to commu-

nicate with each other and rely only on their limited sensors and the position of the

target. The presented theoretical results were also evaluated through simulations.

The results of this chapter are summarized by Thesis I, whose two subtheses

are defined in Section 7.1.1.1 and Section 7.1.1.2.
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(a) random

(b) two groups

(c) one group

Figure 3.7. Surrounding time for the different type of start-up constellations. Number
of robots: 20-100, side length r of the simulation area: 20, 30, 40.



Chapter 4
Sensor Self-Deployment - Extending

the Focused-Coverage (F-Coverage)

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a modified version of the Greedy-Rotation-Greedy (GRG)

algorithm of Li et al. [Li et al., 2011] to solve the Focused Coverage (F-Coverage)

problem in self-deploying mobile sensor networks. In contrast with the original

GRG algorithm, for which only a convergence guarantee was presented, it will be

proved that that the presented modified GRG (mGRG) algorithm guarantees that

after O(D) steps each node reaches its final layer, where D is the sum of initial

hop distances of the nodes from the POI (Point Of Interest) in the TT (Equilateral

Triangle Tessellated Graph). The presented theoretical results will be validated

through simulations too.

The main difference between the requirements of GRG algorithms of Li et al.

[Li et al., 2011] is that it uses the knowledge about 1-hop neighbourhood of the

sensors, while the presented mGRG algorithm uses the knowledge of the 2-hop

neighbourhood. It will be shown through examples that the knowledge about the

2-hop neighbourhood of the sensors is necessary to avoid collision situations and

make the deployment process faster.

46
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4.2 Problem Statement

Based on the work of Bai et al. [Bai et al., 2006], given n mobile sensors with

communication radius of rc and sensing radius is rs of each, rc ≥ rs
√

3. It is

assumed that the n mobile sensors are initially placed at the vertices of the TT

in such way that each sensor is placed in a different vertex. This is an unrealistic

assumption if the sensors are dropped from a plane. In that case the sensors can

perform the Snap and Spread algorithm by Bartolini et al. [Bartolini et al., 2008]

to achieve the above condition. The sensors may be disconnected at the beginning.

All sensors have a common coordinate system and they all know the location of

the POI. Without loss of generality, the POI is at the origin of the coordinate

system. Furthermore, the sensors only have information about their 1- and 2-hop

neighbours. The sensors are able to move only on the edges of the TT graph (see

Fig. 4.2). They all move synchronously with uniform speed, s.t. they travel one

edge of the TT in one time unit.

The sensors operate according to the Look-Compute-Move model. In one cycle,

a sensor takes a snapshot of the current configuration (Look), makes a decision to

stay idle or to move to one of its adjacent nodes (Compute), and in the latter case

makes an instantaneous move to this neighbour (Move).

The motion ends when the sensors uniformly surround the POI by forming

hole-free network with maximised coverage radius. From now on the terms node

and sensor will be used interchangeably.

4.3 The modified GRG

Before the introduction of the modified GRG algorithm, I briefly review the colli-

sion avoidance version GRG/CV [Li et al., 2011] of the GRG algorithm. It should

be noted, that there is no previous work addressing the F-coverage problem as

identified by Li et al., therefore this solution is the only one which could be used

for comparison.
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4.3.1 GRG/CV

The Greedy-Rotation-Greedy (GRG) algorithm and its version with collision avoid-

ance (GRG/CV) are designed for the asynchronous model. The self-deployment

decision of the sensors only uses the information about the 1-hop neighbourhood.

In order to keep the description simple – in contrast with the original algorithm

– we declare the POI itself is unoccupiable. Therefore, the POI related rules –the

Innermost Layer Rule and the Gateway Rule – were not used. The sensors try

to move toward the POI along the TT edges and decrease the hop distance to

the POI step by step. This movement is called greedy advance movement. If the

greedy advance movement is blocked, the sensors use another type of movement,

called rotation movement, i.e. they try to move on the same layer. The rotation

is restricted to a particular, say the counterclockwise, direction so as to avoid un-

necessary collision among rotating nodes. The key is that a sensor should not

move away from the POI once it moves closer to it. A sensor stops rotating when

it reaches a vertex where greedy advance can resume, or when it returns to the

vertex where it started rotating or the rotational movement is blocked. In the case

that a greedy advance movement and a rotation movement target the same vertex,

a competition rule is applied, which gives higher priority to the greedy advance

movement.

Although the GRG/CV is an asynchronous algorithm, in most cases it works

also in a synchronous environment. However, as illustrated on Fig. 4.1(a), there

are situations where a sensor is unable to occupy an empty vertex. The sensor u on

the second layer is unable to move to the empty vertex, because it only knows its 1-

hop neighbourhood. Thus, u does not see the empty vertex. Therefore, u rotates

counterclockwise. At the same time step v moves to the empty place, and the

previous position of v becomes empty. After one step (See Fig. 4.1(b)) the u is in

front of the empty place, however due to the Safety Rule in [Li et al., 2011] it is not

allowed to occupy the empty place. After three steps the same situation appears as

in Fig. 4.1(a), just rotated around the POI by an angle of 2π/3 counterclockwise.

After making a full circle around the target, u will stop without occupying the

empty place.
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(a) Before the step (b) After the step

Figure 4.1. Endless loop with the modified GRG/CV

This misbehaviour can be observed only when the number n of sensors is greater

than 6 and smaller than 11. It is not solved in [Li et al., 2011]. In other cases there

are always a sensor which is able to occupy the empty place.

4.3.2 The mGRG algorithm

4.3.2.1 Basic concept

The main ideas of the presented concept are to make the surrounding of the POI

faster are the following. First, each hexagonal layer is assigned a heading direction,

in such a a way that any two neighbouring layers have opposite heading direction.

For example, odd layers have counterclockwise and even layers have clockwise

heading direction. This solution is similar to the multi orbit solution which was

presented in Section 3.3. When a sensor on a certain layer performs a rotation

step, it moves around the POI in the given heading direction. Second, if a greedy

advance movement and a rotation movement target the same vertex, the rotational

movement gets higher priority. This principle will ensure that each sensor can keep

moving in each time step, since rotation will be always possible. The sensors move

straight towards the POI until they reach the innermost hexagonal layer. This is

the primary trajectory (T1).

Similarly to the base GRG, if a node is unable to the get closer to the POI –

because of another node is in front of it or it has reached the innermost layer – it

should rotate on the current layer. If the node is able to move to an inner layer, it
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Figure 4.2. The hexagonal layers (trajectories) and their heading direction in the
equilateral triangle tessellation

should check whether an other node is trying to get to the same place. An example

can be seen on Fig. 4.2.

4.3.2.2 Priority rules

Consider a vertex x on the layer Ti (The vertex x can be occupied or not at the

moment. If it is occupied, the sensor occupying it will move in the next step.)

The vertex x has at most four neighbouring vertices from which it can be occupied

in the next step if x is a corner vertex, and at most three, otherwise. One such

neighbouring vertex is on the same layer Ti and at most three vertices on the next

higher layer Ti+1. Regarding x the highest priority is assigned to the neighbour

vertex on Ti. The heading direction Ti+1 defines an order on the neighbour vertices

on Ti+1. The first one in this order gets the second highest priority, the second the

next highest, etc. For example, in Fig. 4.2 vertex p1 can be occupied from vertices

q1, q2, q3, p2. The priority order from highest to lowest is p2, q3, q2, q1. A sensor

u obtains the same priority than the vertex currently occupied by u. A sensor u

can occupy a vertex x if no other sensor resides on a vertex with higher priority

regarding x. Note that each sensor is aware of the sensors that can occupy the
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same vertex, since they are in the 2-hop neighbourhood of each other. Thus, each

sensor can decide locally whether it has the highest priority among them.

If a sensor u is equally far from two vertices closer to the POI than u (like

q1 from p0 and p1 in Fig. 4.2) and the heading direction of u is counterclockwise

(clockwise), then the vertex left (right) from the direction of the POI is preferred.

If there is another sensor with higher priority regarding this vertex, then u chooses

the other. If this vertex can also be occupied by a higher priority sensor, then u

must rotate.

These rules imply that each sensor is either moving towards the target or rotat-

ing around it, they never stay on the same place in the next time step. They also

imply that a node must know the 2-hop neighbourhood in order to avoid collision

and detect an occupiable vertex in the next inner layer.

4.4 Analysis

In this section it will be proved that by using the mGRG algorithm a group of

mobile sensors will always enclose a given POI with maximum coverage radius. It

is assumed that at the beginning each sensor resides on different vertices of the

TT and tries to move on the edges towards to the POI.

Let us say that two sensor u and v are in conflict if they may target the same

vertex x of the TT in one step.

It will be proved that the sensors can always move, never stuck in deadlock

situation and we give a convergence guarantee of the surrounding process.

4.4.1 Upper bound on the coverage time

First we show that each sensor can move either into the direction of the POI or

rotate on the same layer around the POI. Therefore, the sum of the distances

between the nodes and the POI never increases during the process.

Lemma 4.1. Each sensor v which is not on the innermost layer T1 can move

towards the POI if v is not in conflict with another sensor u with higher priority.

Otherwise, v can move on its current layer around the POI in the corresponding
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heading direction. The distance between the POI and the sensor never increases

during the coverage process.

Proof. First let us consider a sensor v which is already on the innermost layer T1. It

will be shown that v can move on that layer and its distance never increases. Since

all sensors on T1 (if any) move in the same direction around the POI synchronously,

their distance to each other remains the same, and thus, they do not cause a

collision. Another sensor u is only allowed to move to T1, if it does not cause a

collision.

Now let us consider a sensor v which is not in T1. If v is not in conflict with any

another sensor u regarding a neighbouring vertex on the next inner layer, then it

moves towards the POI and its distance strictly decreases. Otherwise, by similar

argument than above, v can rotate on its current layer and its distance from the

POI does not change.

Now we are able to prove a guarantee of the convergence of the coverage process.

Proposition 4.2. Until the inner layers have not been occupied with sensors (i.e.

an inner orbit Tin contains an unoccupied vertex), the sum of hop-distances of the

sensors from the POI decreases by at least 1 within i· 6/2 + 1 steps, where i is the

index of the innermost layer with an unoccupied vertex Ti.

Proof. The above defined rules guarantee that for each sensor the distance from

the POI never increases. If a sensor is not prohibited by other sensors, it is moving

towards the POI, until it reaches the innermost layer. If a sensor does not decrease

its hop-distance to the POI by 1 unit in a time step, then it is either on the

innermost layer or it is in conflict with another sensor.

Let Ti be the innermost layer which contains an unoccupied vertex. Consider

a sensor v on the layer Tj, such that j > i and j is the smallest among them. If no

such sensor exists, then we are done, all inner layers are filled. Otherwise, if v is

not at a corner vertex of the hexagonal layer Tj, then v can only be prohibited to

move in the direction of the POI by sensors on Ti. If v is at a corner vertex of Tj,

it can also be prohibited to move in the direction of the POI by another node v′ on

a neighbouring vertex of the same layer. Then we substitute v by v′. The sensor v

decreases its distance until it reaches layer Ti+1 where it starts the rotation. The
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sensor v and the unoccupied vertex on Ti rotate in opposite direction. Within

i· 6/2 + 1 steps either v can move into the unoccupied vertex on Ti or another

sensor filled it before v. Thus, within i· 6/2 + 1 steps at least one sensor decreased

its hop-distance to the POI at least by one.

Proposition 4.3. After O(D) time steps all inner layers are filled, where D is the

sum of initial hop-distances of the sensors to the POI.

Proof. For i ≥ 1 and j ≥ 1, let ti,j be the time, when all layers T`, ` < i, are

already filled and the number of sensors on layer Ti increases from j − 1 to j. The

sensor vi,j moving to the layer Ti at time ti,j remains on Ti, since all layers closer

to the POI are already filled. For i ≥ 1, let mi be the number of sensors on Ti,

when all layers T`, ` ≤ i, are filled. Let Vi,j be the set of sensors that have already

reached their final layer at time ti,j. Let mi = 6i be the number of vertices on

layer i. To simplify the description let ti+1,0 := ti,mi
, i ≥ 1 and t1,0 be the starting

time. Consider the time dti,j := ti,j − ti,j−1, i ≥ 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ mi. Let ui,j ∈ V \Vi,j−1
be a sensor at time ti,j−1 which is closest to the POI and not prohibited to move

in the direction of the POI by nodes in V \ Vi,j−1. The sensor ui,j can move in the

direction of the POI in each time step, until it reaches the layer Ti+1. (In case ui,j

could not decrease its hop-distance to the POI, then it is in conflict with another

sensor w on the same layer. Then we simply replace ui,j by w. Note that at time

ti,j−1, w was also on the same layer as ui,j, since ui,j was closest to the POI.)

Then after O(i) (steps) of rotation steps on layer Ti+1 it can occupy an unoccupied

vertex in Ti, if Ti has not been filled before this time step. Thus, we obtain that

dti,j ≤ di,j−1(ui,j, o)+O(i), where di,j−1(ui,j, o) is the distance of ui,j to the POI(o)

at time ti,j−1, which is not greater than the initial distance d1,0(ui,j, o) of ui,j and

the POI. Furthermore, d1,0(ui,j, o) of ui,j ≥ i. Therefore, dti,j ≤ c · d1,0(ui,j, o), for

some constant c > 1. Thus we can conclude that the time t until all the sensors

reach their final layer is:

t =
∑
i

∑
j

dti,j ≤
∑
u∈V

c · d(u, o) = O(D).
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Proposition 4.4. The mGRG performs the coverage process faster than the orig-

inal GRG/CV algorithm.

Proof. According to Proposition 4.2, during the coverage process of the mGRG the

sum of hop-distances of the sensors from the POI decreases by at least 1 within

i· 6/2 + 1 steps. In contrast with this upper bound, during the coverage of the

GRG, the fill of an unoccupied vertex could take even i· 6− 1 time steps as it was

described by Li et al. in the convergence proof of the GRG.

4.5 Evaluation

In order to evaluate our solution both the GRG/CV and the mGRG algorithms

were implemented in my custom synchronous simulation environment. Multiple

simulations were performed where the nodes were placed uniformly at random on

the vertices of a TT graph. In all scenarios the POI was placed on one of the centre

vertices of the TT graph. The sensors know their 2-hop neighbourhood in the TT.

Due to the synchronous environment, the speed and the taken distance were the

same for each sensor in each time step. During the evaluation process two groups

of simulations were made.

In the first group the performance of the GRG/CV and the mGRG was mea-

sured when the dropping area was a fixed 30×30 square area and network size was

varying from 30 to 315 nodes. With each parameter we performed 20-20 simula-

tions. In the second group the number of the nodes were kept fixed (90), while

the size of the dropping area was varied from 25×25 to 45×45. 40-40 simulations

were performed with each parameter.

4.5.1 GRG/CV vs. mGRG

The average results of the two simulation groups are presented below. The results

are visualised on Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Fig. 4.3(a) and 4.4(a) show that the

mGRG always required less time steps than GRG/CV for finalising the coverage.
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4.5.2 Fixed size dropping area and varied network size

Fig.4.3(a) shows the coverage time of the algorithms. As it was noticed in sim-

ulations of Li et al.[Li et al., 2011] for the GRG/CV algorithm the curves are

tendentially increasing, however, they contain similar intervals in which they de-

scend. The mGRG algorithm shows a similar behaviour. This is because both

algorithms do not converge until there are no nodes that are able to move closer to

the POI. However if the outermost layer has more free vertices than moving nodes,

the occupation of these vertices required fewer steps than in those situations when

all vertices must be occupied. The latter case can be observed in the peaks of

Fig.4.3(a) where the number of nodes enables to fully fill all the layers. In both

situations mGRG always performs better than GRG/CV. It can be observed that

the difference will be more significant with increasing number of sensor nodes.

Fig.4.3(b) shows the average number of steps taken by the sensor nodes. Be-

cause the nodes in mGRG never stop moving, each node makes the same amount

of steps which is equal to the convergence time. In contrast, the nodes in GRG/CV

often stop moving in order to allow neighbours with higher priority to continue

their motion and to avoid collisions. The movement of the nodes is prohibited more

frequently as the density of the nodes increases. That is why the average number

of steps in GRG/CV decreases and that is the main reason why the GRG/CV is

slower than mGRG.

Fig.4.3(c) shows the total number of moves taken during the coverage process.

GRG/CV performs fewer moves than the mGRG, and it is less sensitive to the

number of nodes. However, we should note this is because the nodes in GRG/CV

often stop and then start moving again. The nodes in mGRG keep moving even

when they reached their final layer.

4.5.3 Fixed size network and varied size dropping area

Fig.4.4(a) shows that the mGRG performs the coverage faster than the GRG/CV.

In addition, it is less dependent on the startup constellation. It can also be observed

that these curves are monotonically increasing. This is because the number of the

entities is fixed, and the coverage time only depends on the size of the dropping

area.
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Fig.4.4(b) shows that both the GRG/CV and the mGRG require more steps as

the dropping area getting larger. It can also be observed that in that case nodes

in the GRG/CV take fewer steps. This is mainly caused by the stopped nodes as

we have already described.

Similar to the results of the first group the overall number of time steps of

GRG/CV was less in various field sizes too, as it can be seen of Fig.4.4(c). As it

was already described, this is because the nodes in mGRG are always moving even

when they have reached their final layer.

4.5.4 Simulation Summary

In the simulations, the mGRG algorithm was always faster but it required more

moving steps than the GRG/CV. It should be noted that, in certain situations

like aerial applications, the difference between standing or hovering and moving

is not significant from the perspective of energy consumption. In those scenarios,

the coverage time is more relevant.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter a new algorithm, the mGRG was presented to solve the focused

coverage problem in self-deploying mobile sensor networks. The algorithm is a

modified version of the GRG/CV algorithm by Li et al. [Li et al., 2011]. It was

proved that the presented algorithm always guarantees that the sensor nodes en-

close the POI without sensing holes in O(D) time step, where D is the sum of

distances of the nodes from the POI in the initial configuration. This significantly

improves the previous bound on the coverage time. The theoretical results are also

validated by simulations. Finally both the theoretical results and the simulations

showed that the mGRG algorithm results in a faster coverage than the GRG/CV.

The results of this chapter are summarized by Thesis II, whose two subtheses

are defined in Section 7.1.2.1 and Section 7.1.2.2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3. Simulation results for mGRG (blue) GRG/CV (red) variable size network
fixed size dropping area, (d)-(f) fixed size network, var. size dropping area, (a) Coverage
time (b) Average moves per node (c) Overall moves of nodes
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.4. Simulation results for mGRG (blue) GRG/CV (red), fixed size network,
variable size dropping area, (a) Coverage time (b) Average moves per node (c) Overall
moves of nodes



Chapter 5
Cooperative Communication -

Cognitive Swarms

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter a basic scenario will be presented in which a swarm of mobile robots

have to guard a given area by intercepting eventual intruders. I will present two

different solutions for this scenario.

The first solution will use a conventional, oblivious fully distributed algorithms,

without inter agent communication. The second solution, in contrast with the basic

one, will use the benefits of cognitive communication.

I will introduce the cognitive swarm concept, by which the members of a swarm

will be able to share their knowledge with the swarm consciously. By this addition

I have created a higher-level intelligent entity from a group of collectively behaving

but also individual robots which adapt to their environment faster than the usual

local-sensing-based entities.

It will be shown through experimental results that the cognitive communication

aided solution is much more suitable for this situation and therefore it is more

effective than the ”basic” one.

59
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5.2 Proposed Method: Area surveillance

This section will introduce an area surveillance concept by which a swarm is not

only able to monitor a given area but it becomes also available to identify and

capture an intruder by surrounding it. As in the real world these manoeuvres

are usually performed by robots, the terms entity and robot will be used inter-

changeably. In order to design the fundaments of such distributed algorithms the

basic behaviours of Mataric will be used like building blocks. In the forthcoming

sections, it will be shown that the proposed algorithm will be more effective and

therefore energy efficient by adding cognitive infocommunication capabilities to it.

In this proposal the surveillance problem is divided into two parts.

The first part or phase of the area surveillance is the dispersion of the entities

from a so-called base. It is evident that the dispersion will emerge the possibility

of the detection of an intruder by an entity. However it is also important to

avoid creating sensing holes between the entities at the end of the dispersion.

As it was depicted by Gage [Gage, 1992] the maximisation of surveilled area and

the minimisation of sensing holes cannot be achieved simultaneously. It is only

available in optimal situations e.g. when the size of the patrolling area is small.

Therefore, it should be decided whether to maximise the number of the detected

enemies over a wide area or to minimise the probability of leaving any intruder

undetected. In this concept, the minimisation of sensing holes was chosen.

The second part is the interception of the intruder or the target. From now on,

the terms ”target” and ”intruder” will be used interchangeably. In contrast with

the dispersion, the proposed surrounding method inquires much more cooperation

than the dispersion; therefore, two different solutions, a baseline and a multi orbit

surrounding based, will be presented.

If an entity detects the target, it automatically switches from dispersion to

interception state and in case of losing the target it will switch back to dispersion

mode.

5.2.1 Dispersion behaviour

As it can be seen in the basic behaviour set of Mataric [Mataric, 1995], the dis-

persion is a simple behaviour which is already implemented in her work. In this
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concept two robots, u and v, are dispersing from each other until the distance

d(u, v) becomes greater or equal to a given ddisperse distance. This enables the

robots to stay in their neighbours vicinity.

If the deployment area is bounded by borders and the number of the robots

is sufficient at the end of the dispersion the whole area will be covered with the

robots without sensing holes. Of course if the number of robots is less than the

optimal, the end state of the dispersion always contains sensing holes.

In those cases when the area is greater than what the robots are able to cover

by their sensors, the basic dispersion behaviour should be combined with the self-

wandering behaviour in order to synthesise a complex patrolling behaviour, as it

can be seen in the work of Gage [Gage, 1992]. Unfortunately in this case the target

will be able to get through unperceived the guarded area by exploiting the sensing

holes.

As it was already mentioned before, this concept is dealing only with the hole-

free scenario. The dispersion algorithm used by the robots during the surveillance

process can be seen in Algorithm 5.1.

Algorithm 5.1 Dispersion

loop
if one or more entities are within ddisperse then

move away towards the least dense area
{this is uniform for all of the entities}

5.2.2 Target interception

In contrast with the dispersion, the second part of the main algorithm, the target

interception, is a complex behaviour as it could be observed in Chapter 3. There-

fore, in order to keep the simplicity and modularity, instead of just mixing the

basic behaviours of Mataric [Mataric, 1995], an additional basic behaviour, the

Circulation was introduced. This behaviour can be seen in Algorithm 5.2. The

circulation enables the robots to circulate around a given centre point on a prede-

fined, circular orbit. Therefore the definition of the behaviour became easier than

in Section 3.3.
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Algorithm 5.2 Circulating

loop
face to the target
move to a desired tangential direction of the curve around the target {this is
uniform for all of the entities}

5.2.2.1 The baseline algorithm

In the basic behaviour set inspired Baseline algorithm, we distinguish between two

behaviours. The first one is a gathering- or homing-like motion, in which the entity

is trying to move directly towards the target. The entity follows this behaviour

until there is no other entity in front of it or until the distance between the target

T and itself is greater than a predefined d distance. If this homing motion is not

possible, the entity should circulate around the target in a predefined direction

until the homing becomes possible again. This is the circulating behaviour. In

order to avoid collision situations, circulation is only allowed on dedicated orbits

around the target. The radius of the first orbit should be d. After translating

this into the language of basic behaviours we get the desired behaviour of target

interception which can be seen in Algorithm 5.3.

Algorithm 5.3 Baseline target interception

loop
if current position is on the first orbit or a neighbour prohibits to move
towards the target then

Circulating
else

Homing

5.2.2.2 Basic behaviour based Multi Orbit Surrounding

Although the Multi Orbit Surrounding (MOS) based interception algorithm per-

forms better than the baseline algorithm as it was shown in Section 3.3, there is

only one significant difference between them. This is the predefined heading direc-

tion of the trajectories. The basic behaviour based interpretation can be found in

Algorithm 5.4.
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Algorithm 5.4 Multi-orbit target interception

loop
if current position is on the first orbit or a neighbour prohibits to move
towards the target then

Circulating in the corresponding direction
else

Homing

5.3 The design of the algorithm

Before the presentation of the main algorithm/behaviour, let me introduce the

used terminology and assumptions:

1. The robots are handled as points in the Euclidean plane IR2.

2. The robots use a common coordinate system.

3. Each robot has a sensing radius, rs and a communication radius, rc

4. The minimum distance between two robots d(u, v) during the dispersion and

the interception should be ddisperse and dintercept.

5. In order to keep the system realistic, the following relations were defined:

ddisperse < rc, rc ≤ 2rs. This guarantees that the entities are able to sense

neighbouring entities, and it also enables them to communicate with each

other.

6. The robots are fully decentralised and oblivious, they only know the actual

and the previous position of the target - only if it is within their sensing

range.

7. The size of the guarded area is fixed and finite.

8. The velocity of the target vt is less than the velocity of the robots vr: vt <

ve/2.

9. The target T is intercepted if the robots are forming a complete, hole-free

circle around it.
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10. A circle is hole-free if the distance between each neighbouring encircling

robots d(u, v) < 2dintercept.

11. The robots are able to cover the whole area by their local sensors without

sensing holes.

The generated ”complex” behaviour of Area Surveillance can be seen in Algo-

rithm 5.5. It can be seen that due to the use of the basic behaviours the higher

lever behaviour is very simple.

Algorithm 5.5 Area surveilance

loop
if target located then

Interception
else

Disperse

In order to measure the gained effectiveness of the cognitive solution in com-

parison with the conventional, communication-less ones, two scenarios will be pre-

sented: The first one will use local information only while the other will allow

inter-agent communication as an addition. Both concepts are using the same be-

havioural rules and sensing methods. The only difference is the availability of

inter-agent or information sharing.

5.3.1 Discrete representation

Both for easy evaluation and real life testing a discrete representation of the above

presented behaviours will be used. This discrete representation will use a fully

synchronous model where both the target and the entities are able to move only

on the edges of a TT graph. The following rules were made in order to adapt the

generic algorithm into the discrete environment.

1. In each time step all entities are able to move from their residing vertex to

one of its neighbouring vertex.

2. The minimum distance between two entities during the interception dintercept

is 1 unit.
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3. The velocity of the target vt = ve/4. (This means that the target are able

to move from its residing vertex to one of its neighbouring vertex in every

fourth time step.) Therefore the period time of the entities pe = 1 while the

period time of the target pt = pe· 4 = 4. However the algorithm also works

with slower target.

4. The distance between neighbouring trajectories is constant 1 unit.

5. The sensing and communication radiuses of the entities are rs = 4, rc = 8.

As it was introduced, in the case of discrete time models the entities should

use the look-compute-move model. If an entity senses the target, it switches to

the interception state and tries to surround it. Nevertheless if an entity is not

able to sense the target in the actual time step, it switches back to the dispersion

behaviour for that step.

In order to adapt the interception algorithms to the moving target in the dis-

crete space environment, the following rule was added to the original behaviours:

Discrete Following Rule: If the entities, who are in interception state, detect

that the target moved - take one step - all of them take one step towards the same

direction. Although this additional step prevents the entities to perform the main

surrounding behaviour for one time step, during rest of the time when the target

do not move they are able to resume the surrounding process from where it was

left off right before the target moved.

Proposition 5.1. By using the MOS algorithm and the Discrete Following Rule

a group of swarm entities are able to surround a moving intruder in b(6/2 +

1)·D· pt/(pt − pe)c time steps, where D is the sum of distances of the entities

who will reside on the primary trajectory and pt and pe are the period times of the

target and the entities, pe = 1 and pt = i· pe | i ≥ 2, i ∈ Z.

Proof. As It has been proven in Section 3.3, if there are enough entities by the

use of the MOS algorithm, a static target will always be surrounded and therefore

intercepted in (N/2 + 1)·D time steps where N = 6. Thanks to that pt > pe, the

target moves only in every ptht time step. However the entities are able to move in

each time step, because pe = 1. Let us divide the surrounding process into pt long

time periods. In each time period, the entities are performing the usual surrounding
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behaviour for pt − pe time steps, while in the ptht time step they are following the

moving target. This means that n surrounding steps requires bn· (pt)/(pt − pe)c
time steps. Therefore the surrounding time will be b(6/2+1)·D· pt/(pt−pe)c time

steps.

5.3.2 Cognitive Swarm

In order to acquire and use the knowledge of the other members of the swarm,

communication capabilities should be added to the system.

When this communication layer has been established, the swarm will emerge

from a group of individual members who are able to sense each other into a higher

level entity. This entity will be able to communicate through intra-cognitive chan-

nels with other such cognitive entities and it will also be able to communicate with

its members via inter-cognitive communication.

In this surveillance example, by the addition of such capabilities the robots will

be able to share and propagate the position of the target and they will be able to

determine collectively whether the target is successfully intercepted or not. In an

usual case, it should be determined by an external observer.

This information-sharing potential is going beyond the benefits of the area

surveillance problem, however, it is a good example to demonstrate the benefits.

Proposition 5.2. The communication aided, cognitive swarms adapt to the change

of their environment equally fast or faster than those usual swarms that rely only

on local sensing.

Proof. While an entity of a usual swarm monitors its local vicinity only - because of

the limited sensing range - in a cognitive swarm thanks to the information sharing,

an entity receives sensor data also from other entities who are monitoring those

regions of the environment which are beyond its local sensing range. This means

that the size of the monitored environment of an entity in a cognitive swarm is

greater than in a conventional one. Thanks to the larger sensing radius the entities

will detect the changes of the environment faster, and therefore the reaction for

this change will also be faster.
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(a) Ideal area coverage without sens-
ing holes

(b) Ideal target paths

Figure 5.1. Ideal area coverage and target paths

And thanks to the communication layer, the entities are able to ”see” each

other - if they are in each others communication range - even when the distance

between them is greater than their sensing radiuses.

Regarding the usual swarms, the above described ideal distribution – where the

distance between two neighbouring entities u and v is d(u, v) = 2· rs – cannot be

achieved without external help because the entities are unable to see each other.

However if they somehow reach this end constellation, the interception of the target

cannot be achieved until it has passed by at least 6 entities. It is because only those

entities who sense the target take apart in the surrounding process and in order to

intercept the target there should be at least 6 entities. This means that the target

is in safe until it is followed by maximum 5 entities. In Figure 5.1(b) two optimal

(shortest) target paths can be seen by which a target can avoid the entities. If

the target moves horizontally, the safe period could take 3/2· rs· 5· pt time steps

while in the vertical case it can take even 2· rs· 5· pt time steps. Nevertheless, if the

entities have communication capabilities, they are able to reach their neighbours,

who will immediately join to the interception.

Lemma 5.3. In an optimal, sensing-hole-free coverage on a TT graph each cogni-

tive entity who does not reside on the borderline (i.e. has neighbours in each sides)

is able to reach at least 6 other entities.
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Proof. As it can be seen in Figure 5.1(a), if u1 detects the target, it will reach all

of its 6 neighbours. It is also trivial that a similar hole free constellation with the

same requirements around u1 cannot be made with fewer entities.

Lemma 5.4. In an optimal, sensing-hole-free coverage on a TT graph where the

sensing range of the entities is rs the sum of the distances of the nearest 6 entities

from the target is 10· rs.

Proof. Let the target be placed within the sensing range of u1. Since the con-

stellation is rotation invariant, it is sufficient to examine those situations in which

the target is placed in the ”top-left” triangular shaped segment of the u1’s sens-

ing range as it can be seen in Figure 5.1(a). The nearest 6 entities to the tar-

get are the u1 and its neighbours except u7. Let us group the opposing entities

into three pairs : p1 : {u4, u1}, p2 : {u5, u2}, p3 : {u3, u6} where pi : {pi,1, pi,2}.
Thanks to that the entities of each pairs are placed on the opposite sides of

the target d(pi,1, t) + d(pi,2, t) = d(pi,1, pi,2) for each pairs. This means that
6∑
i=1

d(ui, t) = d(u4, u1) + d(u5, u2) + d(u3, u6) = 2· rs + 4· rs + 4· rs = 10· rs.

Lemma 5.5. In a cognitive swarm during the steps of the Discrete Following

Rule, collision situations cannot occur neither between two intercepting entities

nor between an intercepting and a patrolling entity.

Proof. It was shown that those entities who are performing the surrounding process

are unable to collide with each other. In order to prove that an intercepting entity

eint is unable to collide with a patrolling one epat imagine the following situation:

Let d(eint, epat) = 1 and in the next step eint will move towards the position of

epat. In this situation due to d(eint, epat) < rc, epat was already informed about the

target which means that epat should be in interception state.

Proposition 5.6. A group of cognitive swarm entities who are able to cover a

given area without sensing holes with a sensing range of rs are able to surround an

intruder by using the Area surveillance behaviour with the MOS algorithm within

b(6/2 + 1)· 10· rs· pt/(pt − pe)c time steps.

Proof. As it was proved in Lemma 5.3, even if only one entity is able to sense the

target it will notify sufficient number of entities who will join the interception and
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as it was proven in Proposition 5.1, if there are enough entities by the use of the

MOS algorithm, the target will always be surrounded in b(6/2+1)·D· pt/(pt−pe)c
time steps and according to Lemma 5.4 D = 10· rs.

Based on Proposition 5.6, the upper bound for surrounding an intruder by a

cognitive swarm is b(6/2 + 1)· 10· 4· 4/(4 − 1)c = b160· 4/3c = 213. It should be

noted that during the simulations the intruder was always intercepted within 100

steps. While according to the paths in Figure 5.1(b), it could take 5· rs· 2· pt = 160

(or even more) time steps until the number of surrounding entities will be sufficient

to intercept the intruder.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the benefits of our cognitive infocommunication based solu-

tion, both algorithms were implemented in my discrete synchronous simulation

environment. Discrete synchronous simulations were performed where the robots

were placed uniformly at random on the vertices on a square shaped Equilateral

Triangle Tessellated (TT) graph.

This means that the robots and the target were able to move only on the edges

of the TT graph. The minimum and the dispersion distances between each robot

pairs (dintercept, ddisperse) were 1 and 5 hops and the sensing radius (rs) was 5

hops. However due to the limited area size, the distance between the neighbouring

entities were less than the ddisperse. Although a strict communication radius was

not defined, the following packet loss rate was assigned to the channels: 1/l, where

l was the distance between the sender and the receiver. Despite the bad link

conditions, it will be shown that the network coding based communication layer

performs well. As it can be seen that the ddisperse was reduced to the length

of rs. This reduction was made in order to demonstrate the correctness of the

proposed algorithms not only in the cognitive but also in the communication-less

case. However it can be seen that even in this reduced case the cognitive solution

performed better.

In all scenarios, the target had to cross the area from left to right while the

robots were trying to intercept it. The speed of the robots was 4 times faster than
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the speed of the target. This means that the target was able to move only in every

fourth time step.

In all simulations during the evaluation the number of robots was fixed (90),

while the size of the guarded area varied from 30×30 to 44×44. See Figure 5.2.

40-40 simulations were performed with each parameter. At the beginning, the

target was placed on the left side of the TT graph (indicated by a green arrow)

and the robots were gathered in the centre of the area. This start-up setup enables

to demonstrate both the dispersion and the target interception behaviour.

During the evaluation, four different simulation scenarios were made: In the

first two scenarios, the entities used the baseline and the MOS target intercep-

tion algorithm without communication. In the other two cases the entities were

able to use a random linear network-coding based communication layer where the

generation size was 16 and the symbol size was 1400 bytes.

Figure 5.4(a) shows the speed of the interception for all four scenarios. It can

be seen that the two cognitive solutions always required less time steps than the

communication-less solutions and because the curves are flatter they depend less

from the size of the guarded area. It can also be observed that both curves are

increasing. The reason for this is that the number of the robots is fixed therefore

the dispersion section takes more time in a larger area. And after the entities

located the target, the interception will also take more time because of the larger

distances.

Figure 5.4(b) requires more discussion. As it can be seen, when the guarded

area is small the number of average steps are increasing in both Network Coding

aided and communication-less cases. However, as the area gets larger the step

count starts to decrease in the communication-less case, while it still emerges in

the cognitive case. This is because as the entities disperse in the usual case they

will not get informed about the intruder. In contrast to the cognitive case sooner

or later every entity will be informed about the intruder. However due to the faster

interception the increase is not significant.

Figure 5.3(c) shows the total steps taken by the robots during the simulation

scenarios. The same trend can be seen as on the previous figure. In the usual case

after a certain area size, those robots who are not involved in the interception are
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(a) 30x30

(b) 44x44

Figure 5.2. Simulation scenarios with 90 entities on different field size
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(a) Interception time

(b) average moves per robot

(c) overall moves of robots

Figure 5.3. Simulation results for cognitive infocommunication aided (blue) and usual
(red) area surveillance solution in fixed size swarm, var. size guarded area, (a) Intercep-
tion time (b) average moves per robot (c) overall moves of robots
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stopped. However in the cognitive case each robot participated in the interception

of the target. This explains the increasing tendency of overall step counts.

It can be seen that in each case the entities intercepted the target, which

evaluates the effectiveness of the generated complex behaviour, the Area Surveil-

lance. As it was predicted, during the simulations the cognitive infocommunica-

tion aided solutions were always faster and therefore more effective than the usual

communication-less solution. Thanks to the fact that it involved much more robots

than the baseline version – as it can be seen in Figure 5.4 – it was also more co-

operative. And due to the availability of intra cognitive channels the swarm was

able to detect and broadcast the end of the interception, which is unsolvable by a

usual swarm.

Besides the effectiveness of the cognitive concept, it can also be observed that

both the Baseline and the MOS based interception solutions had the same per-

formance. The reason for this is, that the presented situation is ideal for both

algorithms because target is moving towards centre of the area where there are

other entities. It should also be noted that thanks to the dispersion the distribu-

tion of the intercepting entities were uniform, therefore they did not block each

other during the surrounding process.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the concept of cognitive swarm was introduced by which a group

of individual robots will be able to become a real collective entity which is able to

make inter cognitive communication channels with other high level cognitive enti-

ties like humans. In order to evaluate the benefits of the cognitive swarm concept

I have presented the area surveillance problem in which a swarm of mobile robots

had to guard a given area by intercepting eventual intruders. I formalised the area

surveillance problem and I have presented two basic behaviour set-based solutions

for that. I gave a discrete interpretation of the generated Area Surveillance so-

lutions. I evaluated the effectiveness of both behaviour based discrete solutions

through theoretical analysis and through multiple simulation scenarios. I also ex-

tended these solutions with cognitive infocommuniation aided capabilities and I
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(a) without communication

(b) with network coding

Figure 5.4. Simulation scenarios with (b) and without (a) communication capabilities.
The red dots represent those entities which have identified the target
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showed through theoretical and simulation results that due to these capabilities it

is more effective than a usual swarm.

The results of this chapter are summarized by Thesis III, whose two subtheses

are defined in Section 7.1.3.1 and Section 7.1.3.2.



Chapter 6
Practical Application of the

Theoretical Results

In order to use the previously presented theoretical results which were made in the

field of cooperation and information sharing I have participated in two application

development projects in which I was able to evaluate the fundamental parts of the

introduced concepts.

Regarding the network aided cognitive information sharing I have participated

in the development of a Network Coding based photo sharing application, the

Picture Viewer. The goal of the project was to demonstrate the feasibility and the

effectiveness of such complex communication layer in an embedded environment.

For evaluating the effectiveness of cooperation, I took part in the development

of a social mobile game, the Gedda Headz in order to validate the benefits of

cooperation in a real social community.

6.1 Picture Viewer

The pictureviewer application is a very simple application. The main focus is to

demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed Network Coding architecture. Even

tough the pictureviewer is focusing on distributing pictures from one to many

devices, it is obvious that other data types can be easily supported too. The main

focus here is on the need of network coding and user cooperation. One potential

usage scenario might be a group of people sitting together in a restaurant having
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dinner. If one person would like to show pictures from the last holiday trip to

all the other people, it might be hard to do this on a single mobile device. One

solution is that the device with the current picture is passed from one person to

another. A pictureviewer application seems to be very useful for such a case. Using

the app, the presenter can just go through the pictures and send all interesting

pictures to their friends. Technically there are several alternatives.

The simplest solution is to send the pictures from the sending device to each

listening device in a unicast fashion. On one hand it does not require that much

technical knowledge. On the other hand it will take time and also drain the

battery of the involved devices. Another drawback is that the people will not see

the pictures at the same time.

Broadcasting is an option but requires a lot of signalling back to the originating

device to ask for retransmission of missing or erroneous packets. For a large number

of receiving devices it can take a while.

Network coding helps us make the overall retransmission more effective as it

requires fewer packets to send. Furthermore the user cooperation helps to perform

the retransmission.

Through the above presented case is slightly different from the area surveillance

scenario the main goal is the same: Share the same information (or data) among

a group of cooperative entities.

As the entities use network coding the user cooperation will be able to create

valuable packets on the fly instead of just repeating known information for the

cooperative cluster. All in all is the combination of user cooperation and network

coding leading to the following advantages,

1. decreased time and energy to distribute the information among the interested

devices compared to the standard approach.

2. more fair distribution of the energy spent to distribute the content

3. coverage extension to devices that are not in range of the originating device.

This means that not only the speed but the power consumption of the infor-

mation sharing is also promising in contrast with the usual solutions.

Hereafter the performance results of the individual coding speeds for different

mobile platforms will be shown. In Figure 6.1(a) 6.1(b) the decoding and encoding
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(a) Encoding speeds for Nokia N95, iPod
Touch 2G/3G and the iPhone

(b) Decoding speeds for Nokia N95, iPod
Touch 2G/3G and the iPhone

Figure 6.1. Encoding and decoding speeds - measurement results.

speeds for Nokia N95, iPod Touches and iPhone are given for different generation

sizes, respectively.

From the presented results it can be drawn that the encoding as well as the

decoding speed are sufficient to saturate the wireless throughput of an adhoc 802.11

network as we use generation sizes lower or equal than 256. The differences between

the platforms are a result of the CPUs.

The iPod Touch 3rd has the strongest CPU and yields therefore more than 35

MB/s using a generation size of 16. The Nokia N95, iPhone 3G and iPod Touch

2nd yield more or less the same results, which are the half of the iPod Touch 3rd’s.

For the decoding we see that the iPod Touch 3rd yields up to 30 MB/s using a

generation size of 16. The Nokia N95 and iPod Touch 2nd yield more or less the

same results even though the iPod has a stronger CPU. The iPhone 3G is giving

us the worst results in terms of coding speeds.

These results are demonstrating that the implementation of such network tech-

nology in embedded systems is realisable. And it was also shown that in case of

small data size the energy cost of packet coding is less relevant.

6.2 The Gedda Headz

The overall goal of Gedda-Headz is to create a cross-platform social mobile gaming

community. In order to attract gamers around the world, Gedda-Headz created a
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novel concept to approach customers. The core of Gedda-Headz is a mobile appli-

cation that can be installed on several mobile platforms. The installed application

allows gamers to connect to each other either directly via Bluetooth or over the

Internet using wireless technologies. Crossplatform gaming is an essential part of

Gedda-Headz in order to achieve a large gamer base and therefore gaming between

multiple platforms is possible. Users can make friends via their mobile phones to

exchange views and challenge each other to competitions in multiplayer mobile

games with the goal of earning ‘respect points’ and thus earning their position

in the virtual metropolis of the Gedda-Headz. Players receive respect points by

playing, trading, and collecting new avatars. Gedda-Headz can be played via peer-

to-peer connectivity as long as the players are in each other’s proximity. Respect

points gained from playing games are stored and can be uploaded whenever the

user has access to the Internet. Users who have connection to the Internet can

meet other players in the Online Arena. This is a place where people around the

world come together and play. The Online Arena then manages the game requests

of different players and mediates the matchups.

We measured the data traffic and energy efficiency of the Gedda Headz appli-

cation and a standard web session, since these data are more and more important

for users and network operators as well. For the measurement campaign, we used a

Nokia 5800 mobile phone with the Gedda Headz Java ME client version 1.3.2. All

measurements were done by connecting to the Online Arena over 3G, so Bluetooth

gaming is not included in the results. Besides the Gedda Headz application, we

used the Nokia Energy Profiler to measure the energy consumed, the downlink

and uplink data rate and the CPU usage. The Energy Profiler itself does not con-

sume a significant amount of energy. Furthermore, the energy it consumes is the

same for both the Gedda Headz client and the web session. Figure 6.2 shows two

screenshots of the Nokia Energy Profiler.

In Figure 6.2(a) the power level over time is depicted. The measurements were

written to a file in every 0.25 ms. In Figure 6.2(a) the uplink and downlink data

rates are depicted. The measurements were done five times for both applications,

playing with different counterparts and using a different mix of games.

Compared to a web session, the Gedda Headz application is using more CPU

time. This is mainly caused by the graphics rendering. This value depends on the
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(a) power level (b) data rate

Figure 6.2. Energy profiler - measurement results.

phone model, the size of the screen and whether hardware acceleration is available

on the phone or not. Since Gedda Headz uses more CPU and supports audio,

the power level (0.99 W) is also slightly larger than for web browsing (0.89 W).

The greatest and most important difference between the two applications is in the

data rate. Gedda Headz is using only 35 bytes/s, compared to the 3730 bytes/s

of the web session in the downlink and the uplink traffic for Gedda Headz (33

bytes/s) is also much less than for the web session (353 bytes/s). According to

some first measurement campaigns, the Gedda Headz application is using over a

hundred times less wireless resources in the downlink and ten times less in the

uplink compared to a typical web session.

By the example of the Gedda-Headz application it has been shown how com-

munities can be built. Those communities are a fertile ground to build cooperation

on and to increase the pay-off tolerance among users. In the past, the power of

cooperation among users was mainly based on services where no pay-off tolerance

was assumed. Those services are quite robust. Also, services where trust was built

up over cooperation time have been already discussed, but the building up of trust

makes the overall system not as efficient as possible especially in the beginning.

But social communities have already established trust among their users. And

those users might be willing to join a technological cooperation even though the

payoffs for them might come back a lot later. The social communities also have

the possibility to recognise the cooperative help of others on their platform.
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6.3 Summary

We advocate that future mobile networks will change from centralised to decen-

tralised and that multimedia content will not only come from centralised access

points but may be also exchanged among mobile devices within close proximity.

This will lead to a fully distributed but connected mesh, which consists of the

mobil devices like the entities of a swarm, and due to the connectivity they will be

able form a higher level, cognitive system.



Chapter 7
Conclusions

7.1 Summary

I have summarised the results of this work in three theses. I have proven these

results with mathematical and engineering methods.

7.1.1 Thesis I

Related publications: [2] [10] [11] [12] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]

7.1.1.1 Subthesis 1.1

I have introduced a distributed area discovery algorithm for a group of individual

entities who have collective global knowledge. I have presented a method for

reducing the energy consumption during the discovery process.

7.1.1.2 Subthesis 1.2

I have presented the discrete time, fully-synchronous Multi Orbit Surrounding

(MOS) algorithm by which a group of individual, oblivious entities with limited

sensing capabilities are able to surround a moving target. I have proven that the

surrounding process alway finishes in polynomial time and I have also gave an

upper bound (N + 1)/2·D) for the surrounding time, where N is the maximum

number of entities who are able to take place on T0 trajectory around the target
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and D is the sum of distances of the robots who will reside on T0 to the target in

the starting configuration.

7.1.2 Thesis II

Related publications: [4] [13] [19]

7.1.2.1 Subthesis 2.1

Based on the Greedy Rotation Greedy (GRG) algorithm, I have designed the

modified GRG (mGRG) algorithm by which a group of individual, oblivious sensors

can cover a given area around a given centre point without sensing holes and by

maximised Focused Coverage (F-Coverage) I have proven that that the mGRG

algorithm guarantees that after O(D) steps each node reaches its final layer, where

D is the sum of initial hop distances of the nodes from the POI (Point Of Interest)

in the TT (Equilateral Triangle Tessellated Graph). I have validated the theoretical

results through simulations.

7.1.2.2 Subthesis 2.2

I have proven that the mGRG algorithm performs the coverage process faster than

the Collision avoidance version of the original GRG (GRG/CV). I have validated

the results via simulations.

7.1.3 Thesis III

Related publications: [3] [20] [21] [13]

7.1.3.1 Subthesis 3.1

I have introduced the Area surveillance problem and I have proposed two basic

behaviour set-based solutions for that. I have proven that by the use of the Discrete

Following Rule the entities of a swarm is able to surround a moving target by the

use of the discrete variant of the MOS algorithm. I have shown through simulation

results, that both solutions are able to intercept a given target on a bounded area.
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7.1.3.2 Subthesis 3.2

I have introduced the cognitive swarm concept where the neighbouring entities have

peer-to-peer communication channels between each other. I have proven that the

communication aided swarms adapt to the changes of their environment faster.

I have also proven that in an ideal, sensing hole free coverage, the entities of a

cognitive swarm always surround a intruder in polynomial time. I have given an

upper bound for this surrounding time. I have shown via simulation results that

the communication aided solution performs better than the communication-less

swarms.

7.1.4 Applications

Related publications: [5] [1] [6] [7] [8]

I have shown that the basics of the presented theoretical concepts can be

used in real world applications.

7.2 Future work

Thesis I and II cover special gathering solutions for decentralised, oblivious swarm

entities. Regarding the gathering solution, I have shown in both cases that the

designated target will always be a surrounded and the surrounding will be made

in finite time steps. However the presented solutions work only in obstacle free

environments and I also postulated that the entities could not get malfunction.

This means that the applicability of the algorithms is limited in real life scenarios.

Therefore adding obstacle avoidance and fault tolerance capabilities to the systems

would be an interesting and relevant topic for further works.

Thesis III focuses on the concept and the capabilities of cognitive swarm. I

have shown through the area surveillance scenario that by adding cognitive in-

focommunications capabilities to system, the swarm adapts to the changes of its

environment faster without losing the individuality of their entities. Besides the

theoretical validation I evaluated the results through simulation in which I have

used the Network Coding for generating the cognitive communication layer. The
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next steps could be the reproducing of these evaluation scenarios in a real-life

environment.
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